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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY, AUGUST 21, 1913.
involve intrrnational
complications
and intervention by European na-- I
tions."
Tlic resolution specifically declared
lliat it is not. the policy of the government of the Unite'! States to "recognize or assist any faction or factions
in the republic of Mexico," and

been done, and the wisdom of trustand scorned,
ing a woman loved
when she bears witness against the
lover, who has discarded her, was
culled into question.
A pleading that Diggs he allowed to
:
I
letiirn to his wife and to restore
'EM?
PUT
himself in the esteem of Irs friends
,rl'LL JUST
:
(flLL UP THERE flN's
Mid business associates was
so ef"That the president of the United
fectively nmde by Nathan Cughlan
States be required to take such Bteps
(hat it drew (ears from .Mrs. Anthony
as are necessary to place a sullicient
Camiiiotti, the mother of tile co de
number of United States troops as a
Imdiuit, and had inanv of 'lie other j
in the republic of Mexiconstabulary
A
PENROSE
INTRODUCES
RESOLUmen in the court
room dabbing at HABEAS CORPUS WRIT MAOF RF.
co whenever and at such points, as, in
li'eir eyes. The two mjureu wives,
may be needed,
TION TO SEND AMERICAN SOL- - his opinion, they
TURNABLE NEXT WEDNESDAY.-TH- AW
who had testified for the defendant
properly to police find protect citizens
'
TO
DIERS
MEXICO
after hearing' the most damaging
ON POLICE of the United States and their propSTILL IN JAILCANADIAN
from his own lips, sat imerty and it is hereby declared that
DUTY ONLY, TO GUARD AMERICAN such
movable.
IMMIGRATION AUTHORITIES WOULD
employment of United States
In view of the contention of the.
i
troops for the protection of the lives
LIVES AND PROPERTY.
DEPORT HIM.
and property of American citizens, is
use that no criminally immoral purnot made with any intent that such
pose had been proved, (lie interprepolicing and protection slial! be contation of the statute by the judge
SENATE TO SUPPORT
strued as an act of hostility or unwas awaited with much Interest. On THAW'S LAWYERS ARE
friendliness toward the Mexican na
ihiB point he said in part:
PRESIDENT'S PROGRAM tion.
"The act, so far as here involved,
VICTORIOUS SO FAR
Senator Penrose said that in a dav
provides, in substance, that any per
or two he would make a few remarks
son who shall knowingly transport
Washington, D. C, Aug. 21. Amer- on the appropriation amendment and
in interstate
Sherlirooke, Quebec. Aug. 21. Harcommerce, any
his
resolution.
ican troops for police duty in Mexico
woman or girl for the purpose of pros- ry K. Thaw, Mattewan fugitive, will
"I do not want to stir this matter
for protection of American lives and
or for anv lie
titution or debauchery,
arraigned in the superior court
up unduly," said Senator Penrose,
other Immoral purpose,
shall t'liro fill !i
property and uii emergency appropria- "there is hardly a day that I am not
rf li'ilianu nti ,itii a f 111
.
I'e deemed guilty of a felony and pun-tion of f25,00O,()OO to be expended un- appealed to by people from my state
o clock on Wednesday
morning next.
islieil as the, law provided
der the direction of the president for urging action to furnish protection to
His counsel agreed to this this
lie
so
term interstate commerce,
that purpose were proposed in a reso- Americans in Mexico. It is not a
far as here involved,, means transpor-ttiolution today by Senator Penrose. He sentiment ; it is a condition."
Lawyers for Harry K. Thaw, fencfrom one state to another.
did not ask the senate to pass his
Senator Nelson declared it seemed
ing for position in his fight to resist
"To
to
is
debauch
lead
from
away
unwise at this juncture to agitate the
resoluton today and It went over.
deportation to the United States after
'
A concerted effort on the part of the question.
purity, to corrupt' in character or his flight from Mattewan won an ad"Such agitation." said he, "is an emmorals, to pollute, to seduce from the vantage in Sherbrooke today by deto supRepublicans and Democrats
A man debauches laying his
I atlis of virtue.
appearance in the superior
port President Wilson in his Mexican barrassment to the president, who is
a woman when, by insidious ap court on a writ of habeas corpus. Do- policy and to carry to the world the doing everything he can to bring
he breaks down her minion immigration officials, and with
proach,
.definite idea that the president has about peace. This resolution should
sense of delicacy and perverts her them the district attorney and sheriff
the full support of the American peo- go to the committee on foreign relations and not be used here to exploit
moral nature, arouses her animal pas- of Duchess county, K. Y., had hoped
ple at once became apparent.
sions and thus seduces her into lewd that Thaw would be produced at H
Introduction of the resolution was speeches of an embarrassing charac
a. m., discharged on the present deactions.
followed by a general demand on the ter to the administration. Let me
cite a bit of history that a few of us
"As I have heretofore intimated to fective committment and thus allowed
of
seconded
the
by
Republicans,
part
well remember. We were very glad
you, it is immaterial what the char- to fall into their hands for. deportation
Chairman Bacon, of the foreign relaof the civil war
the
dark
during
days
of the two girls involved in these at a point on the border as yet unacter
tions committee, for a cessation of all that no
decided.
foreign go"rnnient intervened
charges was at the time of the acts
debate and to support President Wil- in our trouble.
Ve were threatened
(barged. The act denounces the car-- j in Thaw's lawyer, however, believing
son. Emphatic and concerted declara- time and
the
of delay, declined
again with intervention from
eying in interslata commerce for the to serveadvantages
tions from senators of both parties ot Germany, France and
their writ on the jailor, or
England.
immoral
of
purposes
specified
any as locally known, "the
their confidence in the wisdom and
"We agitate intervention, and intergovernor of the
woman or girl,
of
regardless
good faith of the president, were plain- vention means wa
We should do evprison," and Thaw remained in his
or
woman
whether
is
who
the
the
girl
Mexico
to
an
from
answer
we
can to avoid war and give
ly
reports
hospital ward cell, chatting with his
erything
subject of the act be lewd or chaste, brother
that Huerta was contending that the Mexico the same chance we asked for
and sister, Mr. and
or
him01
not
man
whether
the
has
Mrs. George Iauder Carnegie.
president had a divided congress and and were given in the civil war "
had
self
with
intercourse
previously
a divided public opinion behind him.
Senator Penrose replied political inwas
Superior Judge
Globensky
to the four demands would appear to
her.
"It is our duty to uphold the hand tervention was nof contemplated and
sought by the immigration officials and
be sufficient reason to consider that
"If it appears that the defendant the officers from New York to insist
rf the president," said Senator Suther- that American citizens should have
the negotiations between the two govhas suggested to or attempted to
on the service of the writ, ostensibly
in Mexico, particularly
protection
land, Republican.
ernments were definitely concluded,
witness in this case to give returnable forthwith, but the court
any
"It is the part of patriotism and along the border, suc'i as has been afbut In replying to Washington's pointevidence as to the facts in controversy held that. Thaw's lawyers were within
good sense to withhold any criticism forded in Nicaragua, and other Cened request for an explanation, regard
in any respect not in accordance witil their rights. There were no
American
twenty-five
tral
for
countries
court
until the sun has clarified. Until then
s
caus-econditions
Mexico
in
and
the
ing
tl.e truth
you may and should proceedings during the forenoon, alyears, past He declared he was
we should stand firmly behind the
General
himselt
Huerta
therefor,
not urging war or intervention.
take such attempts into consideration though towns people jammed the court
president, uphold him in his negotiainjected into the controversy which
in determining Ihe guilt ot the de- room. Thaw's battery of lawyers, vicHeld.
Still
Trains
Supply
I
for
him.
not
and
embarrass
he regarded as a counted demand, the
tions,
El Paso, Texas, Aug.
torious so far in the strange proced21. Supply
fendant."
one, propose to do this.''
question of recognition.
ure of keeping their client
trains loaded and ready to be sent to
in jail,
went
The
instruction
positive
In a general way President Huerta
Nelson, Chihuahua are still held in the
Senator Lodge. Gallinger
his afternoon
to the testimony of Nellie Bar-io- agreed to announce
yards
the blame for Mexico's civil war
in at
Smoot and other
places
Republicans
to
Juarez, although the telegraph wire
a friend of Marsha Warrington, what disposition they
purposed
iinkn litu
tittup Ct J
ti. 4.l:iunite expression of their belief that jis open along
the Mexican Central, in- - PRESIDENT WILSON TO GIVE CON-If thev still
v lio testified
at- make of their idle writ.
and
that
his
A
JURY
RENDERS
VERDICT
WHICH
Diggs
it
been
had
not
that
for
President
the senate should give the world n3 dicatin gthat the rebels are not presin not serving it, the immigratorney, Charles S. Harris, of Sacra- persist
GRESS AND THE PUBLIC A C0M iTf,n8.!':t,1,sal ,0 1rr.ot4n,M his, ad
occasion tj believe that President Wil- ent. Reports Is current today that the
tion authorities and District Attorney
mfam .from 4 in
?nv
to
induced
coach
Miss
her
mento,
fw
iiiiuiMiauuii lie wuuiu lulls "ft" nave;
ifaniiv
son did net have the confidence and troops who are to guard the train have
of Dutchess county, planned to
Bhe Conger
in the testimony
PREHENSIVE NARRATION OF MR. suppressed
the rebellion, and even
IN THE PENITENTIARY.
have the writ declared void and insist
HE WILL Warrington
refused to go until they receive the
support of leaders of both parties.
should give, promising her marriage on Thaw's
(now he asserts the L'nited States caul
at once, either
"Nothing that could have occurred," pay that is due them, and that MexLIND'S NEGOTIATIONS WITH PRES
:f she did as they wished and im- - here or at arraignment
BE SENTENCED SEPT.
indirectly enable him to restore order
faid Senator Bacon, Democrat, "could ico City has been appealed to for the
Ooaticook, near where h
in a comparatively short time. He asks
otherwise.
prisonment,
was arrested.
IDENT HUERTA.
l'ave given such emphatic denial to cash.
NETTI CASE STARTS TUESDAY.
'of the I'nlted States government only;
The defense did not contradict this
Today the case had reached a staee
the construction some Mexicans apReport Not Confirmed.
of!
the
and
withdrawal
recognition
testimony.
where the usual relations of the
Paris, Aug. 21. No confirmation can!
pear to have put on conditions here,
the American battleships.
"The evidence is all before you," parties to a criminal action are abso- as the patriotic utterances that have he obtained here nf the rennrt frnm LIND STILf HOLDS
The last section of a long cipher re DIGGS' LAWYERS SAY
concluded tne court, ana it is tor ,iute.ly reversed. On the one hand the
teen made today on each side of this Mexico City that, bankers of Pris and
port PI"1'
to hhv where the trnili iprIs. The
b' President Wilson's
f,
i, Mon
,....wi
V
i.,I am willing this debate other European capitals have made an
,,..oc, ocic luuuu
chamber.
UAILT lUmtntNttd!Pe,'S0,ml
'Pi'PBentativ, John Lind
8t'Jnd in hh fighting hard to prolong his Imprison
has
lhe
lleIelldilnt
tilke
float.
effort
to
WIN
APPFAI
President
Huerta
IHtY
,to
anget
f hould go to the world as to the
should
reached
have
yesWashington
a new loan of i20.000.000.
cn'n behalf and so far as his testi- ment, while the authorities, local, doswer to those suggestions.
terday; but for three days the Ameri
On the contrary, the report is not
niony tends to cover the transactions minion and United States were anD.
21.
is
It
ot'
Senator Penrose did not attempt to
can
Aug.
has
('.,
been aware
Washington,
government
Kan Francisco,
involved in the charges against him, xious to have him set free, safe in 1hu
21.
believed by the Banque de Paris et
Calif.,
Aug
at
and
consented
his
the e.liiirni'ter (if I'resiflnt Hnertiv's
resolution
aebate
it is somewhat at variance with that belief that the Immigration
officials
which took a leading part the president's intention to give conBas,
Pays
J1"l"'v
was
found
on
to
guilty
as a summary was sent after
the request of Senator Bacon,
gress a compr?h.".isive narration of reply
to
the
in
loan
Mexican
the two girls. The testimony of the would seize him and force him across
the
of
previous
the delivery of t!i reply at the em- 'our ot the six counts in his indict-withdraw' certain articles he had askThe French foreign of what has beeu attempted in Mexico by
does not cover the frontier.
government.
ed to have read. He said ho had inmeat for violation of the Maun white defendant, however,
bassy.
Mr. and Mrs. Carnegie spent neat-Ivafice, it appears, continues to take the Mr. Lind.
the entire transaction.
the
Federico
Mexican
Camboa,
act
troduced the resolution, believing attitude that it would be unwise fo
last night, and Judge Van
hour with Thaw before noon.
He will give also his conception of
to the relations
"After
testifying
other
of
the
officers
and
minister,
FU.et amiounced that he would Ben.
"He Is looking fine," said the former
tomethlng must be done to stop "bru- French bankers to lend money to the the policy that should be pursued by eign
and
and
Caminetti
himself
between
the
to
continue
reassure
government,
,em.e tne prisoner on Tuesday Sep- Margaret Thaw, as she left, the jail.
tality, robbery and molestation" exthe United States toward Mexico. The
public utilizing the local press for
Dr. ISritton D. Evans, director of the
hibited toward Americans.
(Continued on Page Four.)
message will be ii'ide public simul- the purpose that the negotiations tcniber 2. The minimum sentence
on page four). .
(Continued
Xew Jersey state hospital, at Morris
The only exception to the Republitaneously with lis delivery to con- jhave not been concluded, but on the wider the jury's finding would be four
can attitude to suppressing the dePlains, who arrived with the Carnegii
and the maximum twenty yeai'3
gress.
are progressing cordially and jears
in the penitentiary.
party last nighr, also conferred with
The president's hope is that the sit- - contrary,
bate, was Senator Pall who said the CHINESE QUICK TO ASK
MEETING
FEDERATION
IS
The
minister
foreign
Thaw.
discussion should be stopped.
Counsel for the defense announced
uation will disentangle itself, though satisfactorily.
so
as
in
his
far
that
to
opingoes
say
New York state representatives and
will appeal to the highest
that
he believes it wi'l take a little time ion a
Senator Kern, read a recent speech
satisfactory arrangement court they
Dominion immigration officers protest
FOR DAMAGES
in the land and asked for ten
to dispel certain illusions possessed wilt hewholly
TROUBLE
FACING
by Charles W. Fairbanks, former Ren.
ituvs.
within
few
reaehpd
ed at the delay but. Superior Judge
by the Huerta government as to the,
urging all to
days in which to petition for a writ ot
publican
"
Globensky announced that, as a cirThe'
"ia"
of
American
the
error
to
attitude
the
the
United
hand
of
people.
the
States circuit
uphold
president.
'
'
cuit judge, he wijuld not return here
court of appeals.
"I think the Mexican people shoul.1 CONSUL AT VANCOUVER GOES TO
president let it be known that
visitiifinnMniiniiD 11 w T ,
COLORADO UNION MEN IN CONVENTION from Montreal until next week.
question was not a oarty one and that P"
know," said Senator Kern, "that in a
Diggs' bond was fixed at $5000 in
The seven days delay in proceedoptimistic on th.s score
A CLAIM AGAINST
TO PREPARE
AT TRINIDAD FACE FACTIONAL STRIFE.
Republican senatoishad shown an
each case, or $20,000 in all, and it was
threatening situation like this, the
ings was haled as a victory by Thaw's
su,c.u......
in
mirable
his
conferences
with.
spirit
1.
American people stand together like a
furnished
P.
by
DOMINION
GOVERNMENT
FOR
THE
NO NEW DEVELOPMENTS
IN counsel, who have been
Diggs,
lu wuy IK ailliciptliro immediately
fighting for
them and not the slightest partisan-- la iiul Bpeuirn;
stone wall."
an amicable arrangement. Well in- the defendant's father and Marshall
time all along. Thaw, in his hilltop
BY CHINESE IN THE RECENT ship should be exhibited.
LOSSES
COAL
SITUATION.
STRIKE
Senator Penrose introduced today
resi- - f'iggs, his uncle.
cell, half a mile from the court house,
The president believes the debate in formed Mexicans and foreign
a resolution requiring President WilVine ballots were taken by the jury
dents see little probability of further
STRIKE.
knew nothing of what had transpired.
will
to
serve
refute
congress today
son to take the necessary Bteps to
and from the first the jurors were
Makes Demand For Thaw.
Trinidad, Colo., Aug. 21. An open
the contention of Provisional Presi- negotiations, although ;t is conceded
Mexico
United
in
States
unanimous
for conviction on fhe first
place
troops
that there is an elemeilt in the govOttawa, Out., Aug. 21. Formal
The
tli.it
dent
between
the
administration
break'
Huerta
"Miners'
21.
The
B.
to protect American lives and proper
Vancouver,
C, Aug.
ernment that would welcome overtures four counts, but on the fifth, charging
for the surrender of Harry K.
has policy toward Mexico is not supported on the part of Washington. This group 'he defendant with
faction among the delegates at the
ty, such a step to be decreed by the Chinese counsel at Vancouver
Thaw was made by telegraph on the
persuading, advisall
by
political
parties.
claim
to
a
senate as in no way an unfriendly act eone to Nanaimo
prepare
is composed of those who,
it is as- ing and inducing Marsha Warrington meeting of the Colorado Federation of Canadian
authorities
immigration
Incidentally it was learned that sumed, believe that the government to go from
toward Mexico.
,
against the dominion government for
Uu.,
Sacramento to Reno for
here today by Acting Governor Glynn,
since
Huerta
of
the
the
presentation
Senator Penrose introduced also an damage sustained by his countrymen
.
.
of
unions
the
and
state
crafts
trades
too
tar
went
in
its
,r
v
reply. Practically immoral purposes, and. on the sixth.
iuii. i nc uepui luieui, rejjimu
amendment to the deficiency bill for at Extension, one of the coal mining reply on Monday, which has now been all Mexicans regard General huerta's charging the same
was momentarily expected when the ii
offense, with re- it would take no action till the
that
an appropriation of $25,000,000 to be towns in the strike zone. Several received in full at the state depart- acuuii as pauioue, uui mere are ,,ect 0 ,ola
met
this'
convention
morning. Bitter
ment nothing of i,ificance has oc.orriS) they W(;re as
extradition proceedings had
expended as the president might di- large Chinese stores were partly
feeling engendered
yesterday when present
many who regard it as far from wise, (,bstimiteiy disagreed.
conferences
between
in
curred
the
of
thousand
dollars'
rect for the protection
the lives of burned and several
'the
a resolution
to teen concluded.
well informed Mexicans say
defeated
miners
Certain
Mr.
The department let it be known that
Americans in Mexico. He made no worth of goods were stolen by the mob John Lind and Senor Huerta. how-tlml it
ho nn onrnrloa In tliom
a referendum vote of
the vote stood 7 for acquittal and elect officers by
effort to secure Immediate action on last Wednesday night. Some of the Lind has not abandoned hope,
if the government of Mexico submitted ton,
was i.tiil apparent and it it would seize Thaw and attempt to
members,
for conviction for the nine consecu- was
his resolution and at the suggestion PhinPBB who fled to the woods have ever, ot convincing
to Mr. Lind some propositions
that the trades ucpri mm snouia ins extradition to
which
tive ballots. With reference to Lola and freely predicted would bolt rather 11,6
ident Huerta of the argument made in might serve as a basis
United States be refused by the
of Senator LaFollette, it went over a not yet reurned.
to
crafts
which
delegates
upon
is
the first, American note and there
'orris, the vote stood 10 for coinvic- than submit to i'urther defeats today, dominion courts.
On the occasion of the
renew the negotiations.
day under the senate rules.
atti-thintention to recede from the
If Thaw is set free at Sherbrooke,
s
Mr. Lind and the Mexican foreigi tion and two for acquittal, likewise The insurgents or
The amendment for the emergency riots in Vancouver eight years ago,
are
Dominion government was compel-- ture t,len taken.
minister
had another long conference for ,he nille consecutive ballots. The headed by the Pueblo delegates. Inter- - he immigration act will be applie i
appropriation, Senator' Penrose exgovernments, which hither-No as
plained, was similar to a provision in led to pay more than $50,000 damages. Uo Foreign been
yesterday, but the character of th difference in attitude toward the two aft in the fight being waged against Pfter the usual formalities.
have
by the Ameri-dere- conversation has not been revealed,
bill for the amount was later rersan appropriation act just prior to the
girls is explained by the fart that the the miners faction ia the convention surance is given by the immigration
can
the
abroad
of
diplomatic corps
to Vancouver City, but the govif the United States insists upon jury considered Marsha Warringto.l overshadows that l.t the controversy department that he will be surrenderSpanish war, and he asked that the
various steps i.i the American policy the first of its
more forward of the two.
amendment lie on the table in the sen- eminent was never reimbursed.
demands, that hostill-'thgoing on between union representa- - ed to the New York officers. On the
a
towara fliexico, aiso win De given
ate until the bill comes over from
in summing up the tives and the coal operators in this contrary, it is understood that if
ties cease forthwith, those familiar
counsel,
Diggs'
to with
copy of the president's message
conditions in Mexico believe that evidence, did not palliate the acts,
the house.
district in which the unionists
NEVADA SENATOR
Thaw is returned to the United States
"The administration has asked for
mand recognition.
further negotiations will be impossiThe hope contin-- by the immigration authorities it will
this defendant as you w ill
APPROVES TARIFF BILL. congress.
21
Mexico
The
propo
Aug.
City,
out
of
$100,000 to take Americans
ble, since they say that General Huermonster, if you please," argued ue8 ,hat activities of state officials not be by way of New York. He will
Washington, D. C, Aug. 21. Senator
of the Washington government ta
is incapable of complying with it Robert Devlin, his senior attorney, and local mediators
Mexico," Baid Senator Penrose, after Pittman of Nevada, addressed the sen salg
may avert a be taken to Coaticook and thence, afin
toto
Mexico
which
were' Even though Carranza, former gov '
rejected
announcing he would not discuss his ate today,
me what motive he would strike.
tell
but
the tariff bill and
ter the formal inquiry, on to tho
hostill'
endorsing
of
First, complete cessation
ernor of Coahuila, and Maytorena, l ave had in going out of the state
resolution.
' ne introduction of an amended ref- - border.
its free wool provisions. He believed ties;
In
to
be
a
have
of
ft""
right
"I think they
erendum Plan
Sonora. should for the purpose of
the nomination and
a majority of those in his state, a Second, that President Huerta re former governor
Canada Will Assist.
accomplishing
election of officer.! at today's session
Mexico, I think they have a right to wool producer, approved the bill and
agree, there are scores of minor lead- those thiuirs already accomnlished
inof
in
favor
a
ad
sign
president
under
and
our
treaties
Albany, N. Y Aug. 21. Acting Govof their followers
ers
and
thousands
be there under
Colorado
of
the
of
Federation
State
would
was
sure
Counsel may characterize him as they
reasonable
terim:
over tho
who would continue to fight.
International law. We have no right come to wool growers profits
Labor gained the support of both the ernor Glynn was advised
who would be
Third, the fixing of an early dab; As to the second demand, General please and I may not differ with
the
authortelephone
by
to attempt to break up their homes able to meet foreign
facimmigration
miners
and
competition.
for the presidential elections;
say his act was shame- tions and a threatened Insurgent
Huerta has repeatedly announced that them. They
and occupations. Rather than approbolt was avoid- ities at Ottawa this afternoon that
I
and
feel
General
should
that
Huerta
same
the
may
Fourth,
way ed
he will not resign, and that he regard). less,
though the action is regarded as they would use every effort In their
priate this pittance of $100,000 to
not be a candidate for the presidency. It
OF CROP
as a duty to direct from the presi- about it, hut it is not white slavery. simply turning the fight over to the power to assist In having Harry K.
make this wholesale removal, I would FIRST DEPOSIT
MOVING FUND ARE MADE
This was the whole argumentative
An additional feature of the Amerl- - dency the pacification of the country;
membership to settle. Endorsement of Thaw returned to New York state.
appropriate the $25,000,000 to keep
Washington, D. C, Aug. 21. First can note was the request of a reply and those close to him do not believe substance of the defense. There re- at least six affiliated Jocal unions is
them where they are and to protect
Acting Governo Glynn sent the folmained
as
to
the
in
of
the
rhetorical
the
and emotional required for nomination and the entire lowing
the op'r. that the representations of any pow
what,
deposits
government $50,000,000 ,to
question
them."
telegram this afternoon to the
fund
ion
in
were made today
of General Huerta, the present er will cause him to quit office. The appeals and, of couTe, they were not
The Penrose resolution draws attenmembership will to;e for the eleven secretary of state and secretary' of
were due and what the only condition upon which he might t eglected. The girls were blamed for officerg to be chosen. A national dele- commerce at
tion to the Monroe doctrine and to reserve countries in the southern conditions
"In the
'Washington:
de- states, among which were Baltimore, remedy.
the possibility that "continued
tempting the men. They were called gate and three tellers only will be
'
'!' Gneral Huerta's refusal to accele
on
in
struction of property in Mexico would Richmond, Atlanta and Memphis.
(Continued
page four).
whatever had elected by the dcle:a,tes.
willing accomplices
(Continued on page four).
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Fe, on the ISth day of August, the enHelp
tire situation was fully investigated,
inid the following condition found to
ixist: First, with respect to the paving of the streets authorized to be
Every Woman Casts Loving Glance at
paved under Chapter i' of the SM
the Nettling Cuddled in it Bonnet.
sion Laws of 1913, it was found that
A wnmnn's heurt naturally responds to
no part of the sum appropriate J ua:i
the charm und Rwcctnss of a pri'tty child,
ijf expended by the state engineer for and mure so
than ever before since
the
advent of Muthcr'a Friend.
such paving, until the private ownera
of property abutting upon the street,
shall have contributed in cash and deposited to the ci edit of the state engiCITY neer, one half of ihe cost of paving

Can't

REPORT FAVORS

Special Sale

A

BOND ISSUE
OF

BEANS

DYER PORK

JOINT

THIS WEEK

THIS WEEK

!

$6,000

!

COMMITTEES

INFORM

COUNCIL

THAT

SOLUTION

OF THE

THIS

IS

SEWER

c.ir-KtrpptH $ia ciinli
THE If d by the state engineer.

1m

pstirtln-

-

RESOLVED

"Mr. French has caused three estito be prepared. The first con-

AND

Bui
Admire Babies

mates

This is a most wonderful external help
to the muscles and tendons. It penetrate
the tissues, mnkeg them pliant to readily

templating an expenditure of $1.50 per
square yard, exclusive of curbing,
which is estimated to cost H cents per B there is no longer a period of pain,
foot, the second nhm costinir iviufort, straining, nausea or other Bvmn- ORDINANCE WILL BE
tnrns 80 often distressing during the anxious
1.70 per square yard, with the same; w.,(,kg of
expectancy.
in
cost
addition for curbing, and the ' Mother's Friend prepares the system for
PRESENTED SEPTEMBER 2
tJruS" t2K
third plan costing t2.2 per square
'. s ft mot
"'i;1'1,"1 imlueuee upon the baby,
yard, including the cost of curbing, f".nee
It thus Inherits a splendid growing
having recommended e :;tcin of nerves and digestive function.
With instructions to draw up a suit- .lr. French
Mid particularly to vuune mothers Ih this
either of the last two mentioned f: .ions
able ordinance and prepare the
It
remedy of inestimable value.
which
described
his
.hies her to preserve her health and
are
i:.
in
plans,
fully
bond
issue
for
a
calling
city
6 rength, and she remains a
mother
of $00011, the council accepted the re h port to your honorable body, and by hnving avoided all the preiiv
suffering and
would otherwise accompany
port of the joint committees appoint to which for detailed description of dangeran that
Mother's Friend
occasion.
is
made, in
lubricates every nerve, tendon and WE
ed to handle the paving and 8ewepisaid paving reference
le
PAVING PROBLEMS.

WINTER GROCERY CO.

if

t'dlr'X

PHONE 40.

y

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

ROSWELL,

piooiems,
This action was taken at a special
iu.eeting of the council held at the
court house last night and presided
ever by Mayor Celso Lopez. All of
!thn cniincilnien with the excention of
A. II. Renehan.'who is out of the city,
attended the meeting which was short
Uut effective
The report of the joint committee
v as brought to the
council by Mr.
'justice H H Hanna chairman of the
citizen's committee and it was' signed
by Councilman R. L. Baca, Canuto
and R. S.
Alarid, John Shoemaker
Lopez, of the council's committee.
Summed up the report favors the
plan of the paving around the capitol
r.t $1.70 per square yard exclusive of
curbing, which is the atate engineer's
recommendation, the funds necessary
to be raised by the property owners.
In regard to sewers, the committee
favors the plan of increasing the capi
tol trunk sewer pipe's dimension from
from eight to eighteen inches at a cost
of $:!000 to the city, the state having

NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished

Institution " by the

S.

U

War Department.
Located

In the beautiful

Pecoi

Valley. !, 700 (eet above sea level,
unshine every day. Onen. air
work throughout the entire sesConditions for physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEA L such as cannot be found
Fourelsewhere in America.
teen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.

I

Regents

:

E. A. CAHOOK, President.
J. E. RHEA,

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.

t For particulars

and Illustrated

cats-ogue-

,

The committee
recommends a bond issue rather than
An;i tax levy to meet the expenses.
other recommendation is that $3000
more be expended to install a "main
hue sewer on the south slue
The plan of building a sewer on College street is also discussed and the
committee adds: "It might be advis- eble to provide for this in the same
bond, if it does not increase the
amount thereof to such an extent as
to jeopardize the authorization of said
bond issue at the necessary election,
which must be had for that purpose. '
Councilman Baca read the report of
the committee which was then dis- impropriated

address,

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

AaA1
VuOOQ
FACTORY WOOD

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

goal

SWASTIKA LUMP
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
SIZES.
ALL
ANTHRACITE COAL,
F.
Raflroa'd
S.'
T.
&
Depot.
Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

lenver & Rio Grande R. R.
ROUND TRIP

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

I

:TO
$47.35
$16.35
St. Louis
18.15
51.85
.
Chicago
Denver, . . . 21.10
62.85
.
Detroit
Salt Lake City 40.00
. 66.45
Buffalo .
Ogden,
New York City 78.85
St. Paul . . . 51.85
On Sale Jane 1st to September 30th.
Pueblo

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

CoI'doSprinss

I

.
.

Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.
For additional information call on or address

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

$9000.

..

Involved and is a sure preventive
fir caking of the breasts.
You will find this solemllrt reioedv on
le at all ding stores at M.O11 a bottle.
and Is highly recommended for the purpose.
MNte Kiimtieid Iteguiator Co., 1:14 Lamar
Hldg.. Atlunta,
!a., and they will mall you
aen led. n very Instructive book for expectant mothers,
'7
tr

j

ANNUAL

I

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, N M.,
OCTOBER

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,

1913.

tiiimiittiiiiitiii

Each Department Overflowing With

Splendid Attractions.
IIMMimtMIMMM

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS

TO

PRICED DOWN

WELL WE DO.
DON'T YOU THINK WE KNOW OUR BUSINESS?
KNOW BETTER THAN TO SELL POOR GRADES OF HARDWARE
AT ANY PRICE. IF YOU WANT TO GET THE BEST COME TO US. WE
WANT TO GET THE BEST HARDWARE AND WE WANT TO GET THE
BEST CUSTOMERS, BUT WE DON'T WANT TO GET THE BEST "OF"
CUR CUSTOMERS, BECAUSE THAT ISN'T THE WAY TO KEEP CUSVALUE
FOR
YOUR
TOMERS. WE'LL GIVE YOU THE FULLEST
GOOD HARD EARNED MONEY IN HARDWARE THAT WILL STAND

DAVIS HARDWARE

i

COMPANY.

ifr-

LSGHT

e

!

IN

i

.

frd fr

paid to
"I, 'rrd a tribute
A GOOD CITIZEN

td to the necessity of making the as
cessment payable at an early date
utter the pasage of an ordinance, and RelonKing to a family that has beon
which assessment must be one lump ,
,.. ,A.
,
i
,,.1.1,
Fum covering the entire sum to be as-M
l mo"
coumy'
penned against abutting properties, !wa I.onin nis day and generation served
cussed by all the councilman. Mayor Your committee respectfully
recom and
and well, John Ernest
it
Lopez made it very plain that in re mends the passabe of sucti an ordi diedfaithfully 9, 1913 at Panta
Fe, New
August
gard to the expenditure of the addl- jr.ance, levying the assessment neces Mexico.
For many years he was my
Lonal $.:100 he is In favor ol hating rnry ad that slich steps be taken lnBlhi.nr
rt
lhe
wie In
city workmen employed and not con- without delay in order that these
and generous in ministering to
vict labor.
jessary matters may be attended tojthose who needed help; he did his
Opposes Big Bond Issue.
during the next few months, so that!(juty day by day, as Cod gave him!
Mr. Hanna was then asked to give the money may be available for the light to see it. When lie removed to!
his opinion on a large bond issue to commencement of work early in the Santa Fe, Clayton lost, one of its!
.
build a city sewer system at this time, S)ring 0f 1914.
Endeared to the!
foremost citizens.
Ke replied: "I think that it would be
..Your C0nmiUPfi al.ti(.ulal.ly ,.PCom. writer by years of association and
almost impossible- to finance a large:
nf ,,.,
nrA, by a kindliness of manner, springing
bond issue at this time owing to I lie nam.e am (he pPtitloil ,.t,fprrea to. oe from a heart overnowmg tor considers-- )
difficulty of selling bonds. We took carefully attended to by the c.ily at- tion of others, and combined with an
that into mind when we drew up this torney, in order that, the provisions of .'unflinching loyalty to all that was
re port.
jgood and true, the writer as an old
A small bond issue could be
Chapter 2 may fully and carefully b"
floated, we think, because of the pub- complied with, to the end that should neighbor, in token of his sorrow, asks
lic interest in it. We believe that a it be necessary to sell the certificates that the above be printed in the Santa
few public spirited men of means contemplated by Baid act, which con-- ipe paperg,
PETER METFORD.
would see to that. But if we had to stitute a lien againBt the
property of
we
of
to
sell $25,000
$30,000
bonds,
owners refusing to pay the assessfeel that there would be no demand at ment, such certificates may be of unHOW'S THIS?
this time."
questioned
validity, and therefore, We Offer One Hundred
Dollars ReThe question then arose why should leadily And a market.
ward for any Case uf Catarrh That
a sewer be laid on Don Gaspar avenue
Sewer Question.
Cannot be Cured by Hall's Catarrh
rather than on some other avenue or
Cure.
"In regard to the sewer question,
street? Mr. Hanna explained that the
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
committee begs leave to further
your
to
was
made
reason
a
proposal
only
We, the undersigned, have known F.
report:
at
this
expend the additional $3000
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
"That the action contemplated by believe
time was an effort to get down the
him perfectly honorable in all
the state engineer is an enlargement business transactions
f ewer in advance of the paving around
and financially
Me capitol. Of course the pavements of the proposed state sewer so as to able to carry out any obligations made
the
all
of
connection
the
torn
but
be
later
could
on,
existing by his firm.
city permit
up
would have just so much more ex- c?'ty sewers with the state sewer, NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
which will be constructed in sufficient
pense.
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- J. V. Norment addressed the coun- dimensions to provide for the growth
or about mally, acting directly upon the blood
cil on the sewer matter and said: "All of the city up to a population
thousand. The enlargement of and mucous surfaces of the system,
sixteen
be
must
line
the
trunk
that
agree
built that Is, the sewer under the the said city sewer would cost'' the Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
three thousand dollars, and your per bottle. Sold by aJl Druggists,
capitol should be increased from an city
committee is convinced that should
Take Hall's Familv Pills for const!-(hi- s
eight to an eighteen inch pipe, so
opportunity not be availed of, the pation.
that the city will be taken care of. It
seems to me that that matter should c'ty would ultimately find it necessary
to do substantially the same work at
be, put before the city to be voted on
the expense of not less thau fifteen
separately so that it will he assured. thousand
dollars.
Then the other plan of laying a sewer
Ways and Means.
on Don Gaspar avenue or on College
"In the matter of ways and means,
!
street or something a'se, cou'd be
voted on separately, in order not to to be recommened for the raising of
"
this sum of money, your committee
jeopardize the trunk sewer
A business man much annoyhas
canvassed the situation,
The mayor and Mr. Hanna replied and carefully
ed by the uncertain answers he
to
it
does
not
it
advisable
think
that they feared confusion might re- recommend a
received from hi3 subordinates
city tax levy for the pursult if too many issues were put beYour committee considers that
he asked for Information,
pose.
when
the
of
the
but
fore the people,
drafting
the Improvement referred to would be
a sign over his desk readposted
ordinance will be left to Mr. Hanna for the
benefit of the entire city, and
and his associates on the committee, could
ing:
properly be made the subject of
antt'the whole matter will come up bea bond issue. Deeming it advisable
STOP GUESSING KNOW!
session
council
at
its
the
fore
regular
to get a main line sewer on the south
t n September 9.
How many people do their
side, your committee, upon investigaThe council then decided to refer tion, has found that for an additional
buying on the "guess"
personal
the report back to the orginial com- expense of two thousand dollars, a
principle.
mittee of ten, with instructions to go sewer could be extended from the capThey "guess" they are getting
ahead and draw up the necessary or- itol to the foot of the hill on Don
the best shoes, the best shirts,
dinance and proclamation.
Gaspar avenue, and that this Improve
The Report In Full.
the best hats they guess thev
ment is advisable at the present time.
know how to spend their own
The following is the report of the It is estimated that an additional one
thousand dollars would cover the ex
join committee:
money.
"Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 20, 1913.
pense of connecting all existing sewBut why guess?
"To The Mayor and City Council of ers with an outlet sewer, proposed to
be constructed by the state, with th
The City of Santa Fe:
The
advertising columns, of
of the city, as herein re"Gentlemen:
MEXICAN
NEW
are
THE
"Your committee, appointed at the ferred to.
books of knowledge.
"And your committee therefore
last meeting of the city conncll to consult with the state engineer and re- recommends that the necessary steps
They eliminate guess work.
port back to your honorable body in be taken to call a special election for
tell you what there is,
They
connection with the paving of the the purpose of voting upon a bond
where to get it, and what it
in the sum of Six thousand dolstreets about the state capitol, and the
costs.
with the lars, for the purpose of
advisability of
state in the matter of enlarging the with the state to the extent of three
The man or woman who reads
state sewer, authorized by a recent thousand dollars, in the construction
advertising,
shops intelligently.
act of the legislature, beg leave to re- of a main outlet sewer, as planned by
Information takes the place of
more
state
and
as
follows:
the
particuengineer,
port
mere guessing.
"At a meeting with Mr. French, ths larly described by him in his recent
state engineer, in hia office In Santa report to the city council, and for tne

.,,:.
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that is easy

on the eyes is very much

to

desired.

POWER
IS QUITE SO

NOTHING as to touch

the button and
your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
is ready to cook

...,.

ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat- -'
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

1

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

ST FARE

W 5UMME
New Mexico

TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA
Central and El Paso & Southwestern.

SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT,

M.

M., AND RETURN,

$12.10.

j

Stop Guessing!
Know

THIRTY-THIR- D

JGF
OUR, COOO
VALVES
"WE Keep the.

COME AND

connection with said paving your coinmittee is disposed to recommend that
"ie second plan, namely, that estimat-- i
":S the cost of $1.7" per square yard,
exclusive of curbing, be adopted as the
P'an for the paving of the streets
shout the capitol. .Mr. French has as
HARD WEAR.
ured 'our committee that any saving
a
additional
of
purpose
luhich could be made in the construeconstructing
WOOD -avenue sewer and mukHon under these, or any other plans, Uon
would be apportioned to the respective H the connect.ons referred to.
PHONE
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
PHONE 14.
"your committee has been request-- !
property owners, in proportion to the
n other words,
t ssessment of each.
to recommend the building of a
that a relund of the saving would be Mer on College street, acd it might
i e advisable to
iade.
provide for this in the
1
"The necessity for having the funds name bond Issue, if it does not ln- on deposit to the credit of the state iciease the amount thereof to such an!
engineer before the paving is com- - extent as to jeopardize the authoriza-menced- ,
seems to require that the city 'ion of said bond issue at the neces-takthe first steps in connection with
election, which must be had for
this work.
The procedure reeom-- that purpose. Your committee deems
mended by your committee, therefore, it advisable, to attempt nothing
ther than can be safely accomplished,
is aB follows:
"That a petition, carefully prepare and believes that the recommendaTHESE DAYS OF MODERN METHby the city attorney, under the provis tions herein contained, are absolute
ions of Chapter 22, Laws of 1913, be ly necessary for the welfare of the!
ODS, Electricity plays a most impocirculated and the necessary sig ; city, and will result iu a large saving
rtant part. The grandfather would
natures obtained of the abutting prop to the city.
"Respectfully submitted,
erty owners. As a preliminary to the
be amazed at the radiance of the modordering of the improvements of th? (Signed)
ern home and why ail this light? To
"It. H. HANNA, Chairman.
district contemplated,
and
paving
"K. h. BACA,
after such petition is procured with
make the home more homelike to make
'CANUTO ALAK1U.
the necessary signatures, a date h
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
JOHN SHOEMAKER,
set fo the hearing provided for by said
S. LOPEZ."
act, and the necessary personal no-for father, mother and children. Good light
t ees served upon each property owner
be
-

frl-m-

1

THAT YoU SHOULD

East
or
West

The

Best
Route

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
EUGENE
FOX,
or
L. H GIBSON,

CORRICK LIVERY
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hack

and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction

104 DON

Guaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

QASPER ST.

e

n

FRANK A. STORTZ, MANAGER,1
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Ml.

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

Next Door to Portofflce.

14.

m
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(campaign Is being waged on
(lie
going as a Republican candidate.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
threatened damaging results to .Maine
The surprise which came to the orunder
the
I'nderwood
tariff
proposed
ganization leaders was that t lie full
De Vargas.
jlaw and the Democrats desire to bring
force of defeated Republicans expect
:""i A AT v.
A. G. Short and wife, Albuquerque,
I'nderwood and other loading advo-and demand the congressional nominaG. W. Ilrunsmaid,
cales of th(! measure to Maine to offDenver.
tions again.
set the campaign of the .Republicans,
Thomas S. Heath, Denver.
"
The political situut inn in Illinois) is
L. A. Parley, Denver.
First Campaign on Proposed Tariff,
Ask yonrdrtifrelst f'
ed.
con
Is
understood
from
the
it
In
the
CONGRESsuch,
Blame district the ProgresAda Rice, Manhattan. Kans.
H. If he cannot supWILSON INTERESTED
In THE
"I dropped the lantern and Davis JOE CANNON, M'KINLEY, RODENBERG versations of the active Republicans
sives cast, in the last election more
Mrs. ('. D. Boucher, E. Las Vegas.
ply the MARVEL,
PROOF
CAMPAIGN-Waccept no other, but
SIONAL
IFE
of
the
cannot
I
"ex's"
claims
land
than twice the number of votes given
Master Roy Boucher, 10. Las Vegas.
grabbed the oars, and we didn't
send stamp forbook.
AND OTHERS WHO WENT DOWN that the
bo overlooked in geltine; together hi;
W. S. Morris, Denver.
Marvel Co.. 44 E. 23d St.. N.T.
Istop until we got ashore. There
ON
THE Tat't while at. the same time the distIS
CANDIDATE
GRESSIVE
rict represented by S. V. Gould, Kern
wasn't any steamboat on the river that
organization to make the next state
F. C. Searle, Kl Paso.
IN 1912 ARE OUT FOR NOMINA'
STUMP.
F. E. Chase, Dallas.
could have beaten us that trip. When
light.
iicrat, was .lost by a narrow margin
TIONS NEXT YEAR.
to Forrest Goodwin. Republican,
'.that whale was caught up near KenWHEN THE WHALES
W, A. Moore, Albuquerque.
Cannon and McKinley Sure.
nets
In lill which vacancy the spec
had fishermen's
Dr. J. M. Swetnan. Phoenix, Ariz.
SAY sington toshearound
Renomination to I'nole Joe 'Cannon
COME
Augusta. .Me.. Aug. 21. President lal
M. J. Sullivan, San Antonio,
her to stock two or
is to be
congressional election
enough
and Sterling
Rodenherg,
'a.-L- ach
McKinley,
the
Third
of
in
hand
the
presa
H.sou
Aug.
Ui'cago,
is
taking
IT MEANS WAR three shiu stores. She had dragged!
held.
C. A. Bleos. Kl Paso.
j'1
Prince and Fuller, is
and
probably
wliie.i
district congressional campaign,
Gould lost in the primaries to W
A. Mennet, City.
them off the bottom the Delaware as ent Illinois Republican congressmen
conceded as a practical
probability
the
'
in
in
election
an
I; Pattangall, state leader of the Dem
crawled up toward Philadelphia
Madden, Mann, Brltien, Copley, and due to the hold the former congress- will culminate
Henry H. Springer, Cimarron.
Chester, Pa., Aug. 21. Supersti she
old .lames G. Blaine dislrlcl. Septem- ocratic
McKenzie will be a candidate for re man had upon the organization.
Edward w. Lawrence
party.
Reof
believe
this city
that
ttous people
election next year, and each one of publicans who stayed with the partv ber S. in which the Progressives are Is Hie Progressive candidate, whose
Montezuma.
defeat wife has taken the
the whale which was recently seen SHAKE
YOUR
SHOES
INTO
the old Republican contingent, defeat- mid failed to go into the Progressive making a desperate light to A.
stump in his be
A. A. llattmer, Albuquerque.
PeIn Delaware bay is a precursor of war.
John
the
'nominee,
Republican
half in the hottest congressional cam
ed last November, expects to try foi camp.
George Zeel, Los Angeles.
They refer to past omens of a similar Allen's Foot-Easters, speaker of the, house, and has paign ever wager in Maine and the
the antiseptic pow- "vindication" in November, 11114. This
W. K. Johnson, Kansas City.
Is
as
The
United
States
William
to
character, reciting that the whale der. It relieves
sent
senatorship
the following letter
in the
' l'nl,t
painful, smarting, ten- list is headed by former Speulurl vital as are the
"' " 11,.! ...r..
W. L. Kegel, City.
l",J
t
which came up the Delaware river
".
.,
congressional nomina- I,
u,L iui no, ,
.in-,- ..
t...
Wilin
Danville
Underwood
Cannon
the
takes
tariff
bill.
district,
nervous
and
posed
feet,
instantly
Miss I. 1. Mayhill, Silver Cilr.
tions in the preliminary negotiations and congressional
in 1811 was a percnrsor of the war der,
of ihe
nominee
of
bunions. It's liam B. McKinley, manager
('has. K. Kasley, City,
of 1812, and that In ISfiO, one year the stiug out of corns and
toward
looking
reorganizaRepublican
Democrats.
i
dist-the Taft campaign in the Champaign
Frank Lavan, City.
moment renomibefore the outbreak of the civil war, the greatest comfort discovery of
At
tion.
the
present
writ"1
of
am
makes tight or rict; John A. Sterling, Bloomington:
taking the liberty
Allen's
J. G. Kite, Denver.
a whale came up these waters to Phila- age.
nation, without a primary fight, is con- ing you just a line to say how deep'
new shoes feel easy. It is a certain George W. Prince, (lalesburg; Charles! ceded to
J. B. Ilibbs, Pueblo.
Y. SherLawrence
Senator
delphia. This Jatter whale, Edward
12. Fuller. Belvidere;
George E. Fobs, man, and there will be no candidate, ly interested 1 am in your candidacy
C. Hefele and wife, St. Lout.
Culen a veteran fisherman of this relief for sweating, callous, swollen,
The temperature yestenlay ranged
Like all other Demofor congress.
tired, aching feet. Always use It to Evanston; William A. tlodenlierg, K.
r. and Mrs. Shortle. Albuquerque.
him in September unless there
city, avers he saw. He says.
shall watch the result with from B7 to 81 degrees and he avercrats,
Break in New Shoes. Try it today St. Louis; William W. Wilson, Kngle-- : against
Or. Sheridan and son. Albuquerque.
is
row
some
a
of
wide
between
open
"It's juBt this way. It was during Scld everywhere, 25 cents. Don't ac- wood, and some one representing the
the greatest. Interest as well as with age relative humidity was 57 per cent.
K. A. Paddock and iamlly, .'Taper-maSenator
and the
Sherman's managers
Tin? day was partly cloudy in the aftthe summer of 1K(iO. Horace Davis
My immegreatest confidence
substitute. For FREE trial political organization of Napoleon 13
and I were out in a boat fishing. It cept any address Allen S. Olmsted, Thistlewood, Cairo. James McKlnne.v some of the lieutenants of former diate object in writing is to congratu- ernoon with showers in the vicinity
V. C. Keim, Albuquerque.
.j Olovernor Deneen and National. Com
was a little dark, and we had a lan- ppekage,
late the party in having a representa- and in the distance. At S a. in. today
who was not a candidate for
"'
Le Roy, N. Y.
P. Canfield, Albuquerque.
F.
O.
West.
milteeman
next
and
Kl)
Roy
tern. I was drawing in the
tive in this contest who they can feel the temperature was
degrees, in
jtion in the Rock Island district, is
V. Butler, Denver.
Davis was banking It. All of a sudThere is plenty of chance for this represents the principles
and tie? other cities it was as follows:
to be a candidate for the ReCharles R. Brown, Chisago.
It will not pay you to waste your likely
den Davis said: Ned, there"s a ves
Tioi.se,
Amarillo, tiS; Bismarck,
nomination next. September. sort of a row, due in the immediate policy of the party so truly and with
publican
F. Qulnn, Albuquerque.
Du-- !
Instance to the distribution of the so much ability."
sel up side down out there.' T look- time writing out your legal forms
tiO;
f(i;
70;
Dodge
Cheyenne,
City,
Rebuild State Organization.
N. A. Hardeman, St. Louis.
,
ed and saw a thing that had the ap- when you can get thra already printstate
within
yet
patronage,
Tariff.
Grand
minority
Underwood to Argue for
range, 52; Flagstaff, 4ti;
"
(1. W. Cowdrey, St. LouiB.
came
of
the
candidacies
Information
Mexican
New
ed
the
at
the
hull
of
of
of
a
Governor
the
The
craft
Dunne.
F.
Printing
Governor
pearance
Former Democratic
upset
keeping
(id; Helena, 4X; Kaunas City, 80;
Rafael Romero, Mora
to Chicago (luring the week and is experienced state leaders in both of W. Plaisted is in
'See how swift the tide seeps by it,1 Company,
to ol (Lander, 54; Los Angeles, 62; Modena,
Washington
If. B. farmer, Albuquerque.
playing an important part In the nego-lthcamps are ot
opinion, however tain the services of Oscar I'nderwood, 64; Phoenix, 7H; Portland, t!2; Pueblo,
Albert Clancy, City.
'I.,fn
illations now woji under way tor re there will be no split along this line. Secretary of Commerce Redlield, who ii(i; Rapid City, 04; Kosetmrg. fill;
Reed Holloman, City.
construction and rehabilitation of the
lis at present summering In Maine, A.
86; Salt Lake. 6K; Sail Francisco,
J. IV Johnson. Kansas City.
Republican state organization.
Wiune-lnuCcMitchell
of
58;
Palmer,
YOU
Pennsylvania,
Spokane. 48; Tonopaii, 70;
L. F. Woody, St.. IxniiB.
Republican state leaders surmised who require the best and unrest medi60.
Charles F. Johnson and Congress-- '
.1.
Eugene Brown, Las Vegas.
otfthat Minority Leader Mann and
Local Data.
gee tnat yo Ret Foey-- Honey man McGillicuddy, of Maine, to
Jim J. Duffy and wife, Alhuuuerque.
tin B. 'Madden would ask for renoniina and Tar Compound in
Highest temperature this date last
preference to set. the speakers of national promiD. Jt. Tracey, Chicago.
tion. Britten is an announced candi- any other for all coughs, colds, croup, nence obtained by the Republicans in year, 12; lowest, 54.
Extreme this
A. C. Mansur, Detroit.
date in the north side district, accord- asthma,
41 years record, highest, 88 in
of
Borah
and
Senators
the
persons
date,
throat
tickling
Frank Rogers, Helena, Mont
ing to his friends, and McKenzie, in and other throat, and lung troubles. Cummings and other prominent lead- 187!); lowest, 4H in 18S8.
'
A. Livingstone,,., Illinois.
the old Lowden district, fully expects It Is a strictly high grade family medi-iers- ,
and Senator A. J. Beveridge, .las
Forecast.
St.. Louis.
Scott,
George
renomination.
Mur
hV
H.
and
Garfield
Victor
Senator
For Santa
and vicinity: Generalcine, and only approved drugs of first
La Salle.
Copley, who has been playing both quality are used in its manufacture, 'lock whom the Progressives will Im-- ly fair tonight and Friday, with cooler
M. M. Pena and wife. Deming.
with the Progressives and Republl
weather Friday.
gives the best results, and contains port.
V. OlHom, Las Vegas.
I
On the part of the Republicans the
For New .Mexico:
cans, has been supposed to be in the ro opiates. The Capital Ptr-w,cy- .
Generally fair
A. C. De Baca, Cienega.
and
cooler
northeast
tonight,
Friday;
Charlie Kasuga, ltis Angeles.
portion Friday.
F. Sand. Los Angeles.
There has been an increase in pressure and the high area central on the
Postmaster Antolne Delorla, GardPacific coast yesterday morning has
moved inland and is central this morn- ner, Mich., speaks for the guidance of
those troubled with kidney and blading over Montana and the Dukotas,
YOU
GOLD
over der irregularities, and says, "From my
The barometer continues low
own
I can recommend
experience
u
southern Arizona and a low area is
Foley Kidney Pills. My father also
North
Pacific
the
along
developing
a"
v as cured of kidney disease, and many
coast, and is accompanied by increast
t
neighbors were cured by Foley KidshowA
few
scattered
cloudiness.
ing
ney Pills." The Capital Pharmacy.
were
ers were reported,
only
They
slight changes in temperature. CondiWork for the New Mexican. It l
$7.-"The difference between
and $25.00; $8.00 and $.10.00;
tions are favorable for generally fair
and so on up the line is the proved difference
$10.00 and
weather in tills section tonight and working for you, for Santa Fe and
tbe new state.
between the salaries of men before and after receiving I. C. S
Friday, with cooler weather Friday.
training.
It's a fact. The International Correspondence Schools have
thousands of unsolicited letters telling of exactly such increases in
A GREAT MAN IS GENERAL FELIX DIAZ
salary as a direct result of this training. Every month there is an
average of MOO men who voluntarily report success attained through
said Davis.
"We'd got pretty close to It then,
In Interested and nhould
and I lifted the lantern to take a good
know about the wonderful
look. Just then there was a terrible
Marvel
and the water went clear up
uoutuo splash
into the air out of that, thing, just as
though a powder magazine had bust-
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EXCITEMENT BEGINS AT THE STEAMER DOCK

$7-

WHEN

asm

JOIN AN ALASKA

STAMPEDE

2i

I. C.

S.

training.

Wouldn't you like your salary raised? Wouldn't you like a
more congenial position? Wouldn't you like to be successful?
Then mark the coupon today.
,
There's always a good paying position for the trained man.
Yon know that.
Then why not let the I. C. S. help you ? It doesn't matter
where you live, what you do for a living, or how little schooling
you may have had. If you can read and write, the I. C. S. has a
way to help you to success in
in your spare
your own home
internalfonsl correspondence Schools
time without requiring you to
Box 888, Scranton, Pa.
give up your present position.
Please explain, without further obligation on mv
The I. C. S. method will
Jart, how I can qualify Ifir the position, trade, o.'
Droits stun before wliicn buvu marked X.
quickly enable you to earn a
much higher salary at the occuAutomobile Running
Electrical W'iremaii
Klectrical Engineer
Poultry Farming
pation of your choice just as it
Mechanical Draftsman
Bookkeeper
Mechanical Engineer
Stenographer
has already enabled thousands
Advertising Man
Telephone Expert
of other poorly paid but ambiStationary Engineer
Writing
Textile Manufacturing
Window Trlmmiii
tious men to succeed.
Civil Engineer
Commercial Illustrut,
Industrial Designing
Building Contractor
Mail the coupon today the
Architect
Architectural Droits.
f Spanish
Concrete Construct!!
Chemist
I. C. S. will gladly explain it all
Plumbirttr, Steam Fttt'g
French
Languages JI German
Mine Foreman
without charging you a penny.
Hanking
Mine Superintendent
Civil Service! Italian

HIS KIND OF FAME?

WHO WANTS
Mikado Refuses to Receive Him, So
Felix

He's

Going to

President

Says He,

ico

'

Hied Himself

So,

as the People

3ack

to Mex
Nert

Its

Must Be
Have No Say

$

Down There.

Show-Car- d

Remember: The Business of
this Place is to Raise Salaries

5. C
,

Yo.

l

C:l.V

Send your
typist here
or

hard-to-su- it

Any demand that your work your typist can possibly
make, in any ordinary or exceptional requirement of
typewriting, is covered by our three machines
,

Remington

Smith Premier Monarch

Complete Visible Writing;
single or double keyboard; shifting

carriage or shifting type segment;
machines of any width of carriage;
machines regulated to any touch;
machines to write, add and sub
tract; machines for any kind of form
Remington
and tabular work; machines with many
special features; machines for every
special purpose; 41 different
models comprise our complete
line.

The Remington Typewriter
Service is a universal service
universal in everv sense of the
It includes everything
word.

Premier

and it extends everywhere.

We

only nave uiatuuica iui
every purpose, but our service
includes operators, inspections,
supplies, rentals ; in fact, every
conceivable requirement of the
typewriter user.
nOT

aJ

Typewriter Company

Remington

UncorporateOJ

.

1645 Champa

The cable which made this rush
order service possible Is operated by
the United States army signal service,
together with a great wireless system
which covers nearly all of Alaska. It
is the first move toward the opening
of the territory by the government.
is one of the most extensive systems

Street, Denver, Colorado.

I

lor l he amount of business handled in
the world. Considering this, the rates
for commercial messages are low. Ten
words may be sent from Seattle to
Cordova for $2.40 or from Nome for
$:i.so.
V

-

V -

There was no cable when the rush
started, and little informa
tion about what, could he expected on
ihe trip or what to prepare for could
Le obtained in advance.
This time
every one knows Just where he Is goLoading the Steamer Northwestern With Supplies for the Gold Seek
ing and that the trip cannot, be made
ers. Note Shed on Deck for the Pack Horses. Below.
h. w.. with any degree of safety without a
Mexican Man, Going Aboard Steamer Northwestern.
pack horse.
The Daily New Mexican Man Who dential chat with folks who can't
more
This horse question caused
go,
Goes to Report Rush to New Dig- Dut who are
willing to comer on melferiet and cuss words along the water)
f''""1 during the last two days than
gings Tells of Picturesque. Scenes power of attorney to stake a
and Incidents When Boat Sails for claim for them at Shushanna. placer
Each anything else. Men who had not made
Alaska.
gave strong assurances of his ability itne ,riP didn't realize that passenger,
(By 13. O. Sawyer.)
to get funds to work
"our claim" boats "ave room for only a limited
Seattle, Wash., Aug. 21. Just a should I strike it rich.
number of animals, that the bureau of
fnal word to the readers of the New
nan io pass u.i
,u
Declaration thut 1 wa
.mi.,
Mexican on "getting away on a gold
hor8e' and ,hat tlle shiPper ,las to
but
stories
for
get
and
gold,
pictures
rush'' before I sail for Alaska to visit
ro,,,e-loweGKNERAL FELIX DIAZ.
New Mexican was invariably" fol- - n,8h feed for his hor8e en
the new placer fields at Shushanna
Only 51 horses could be taken on
hv hoots of rimheltef
ted to the provisional
General Felix Diaz, nephew of
presidency
and tour the coal fields and get at the
Fortunately the mining laws of the Northwestern.
Diaz, who for a quarter of a cen- pending the popular election in Octoroot of conditions in general In the Alaska
to
was
Mine
the
first
thanks
fifty
prevent the use of more than
tury exploited Mexico to satisfy his ber, In which General Felix Diaz Bays
great northern territory.
two powers of attorney by any one the courtesy of the Alaska Steamship own greed, was recently dispatched by he will be the leading candidate
Good old "grub stake," my pack man. else the
good steamer North- company In providing an extra stall the Mexican government as an envoy
according to the laws of Mexhorse, is safe in her stall aooard ship, western would never
She after the federal inspector had
to Japan to thank the emperor for ico. Huerta is disqualified.
away
get
with a bale of hay and a sack ot oats would sink at the
the deck space.
It has never been established
ju t
dock, overloaded
participating in the Mexican Centenhard by. Somewhere below, along with legal papers. The rush Is less
the nial. It was openly charged that his how prominent a part Huerta. Diaz
In closing let me acknowledge
.
. ., .
..
.. :
:
,J
,
with 250 other outfits and borne hun- than 15
J
days' old. What a madhouse icceipt of complete Instructions from real mission was to hatch up an al iHilu men gang mm in i n.? until ua&ruy
dreds of tons of miscellaneous freight, this dock will be when the next steam- the New Mexican editor admonition liance between Japan and Mexico Mhat wiped out Madero. Diaz disclaim
are my supplies. They were careful- er Bails! Every berth has been sold to speed up on the trail and waste no against the United States. But just) any connection with it.
A great man is Felix,
ly packed by one of the best Alasl.a cn it already.
t.me chasing gold, but to hike on to as General Felix Diaz was about
outfitters in Seattle to prevent disinDuring his trip up tlu Pacific coast
We are scheduled
to sail at 'H the coal fields, remembering to make sail from Vancouver, B. C, he learned
tegration en route. The assortment o'clock, but it is 6 already and the connections with the mail boats. Oh, that the mikado would not receive jfrom the City of Mexico he was trail-hiSo General Felix Diaz suddenly ed by a retinue of secretaries, aids,
of stuff aboard this boat is unique. In pile of
freight on the dock seems no ture! A little walk of 150 miles bethe bold there Is everything from min- smaller than it was at 8 o'clock this fore breakfast to catch the mail boat abandoned his trip to Japan, in fact, and servants, had suites in the royal
ing machinery to tbe complete fixtures morning.
will be a fine appetizer. From nine he said that he hadn't intended to go 'hotels, where he was feted by
at all.
jcials and American banners. AH tbi
for a saloon, including a (10 foot bar.
undred and fifty six folks who can't
The checkers say It is because word
and told h'm
of j "mighty" folk
was Felix who, convicted
It
The bar is crated in two pieces, and was received at Cordova last
I
wire
to
at
definite
have
orders
night go
getting it aboard was or.e of th Jinest that shiploads of miners from Nome once at their expense if It's a big, big treason against Madero's government, what a great man he was. is a
was thrown into prison and condemned
Yes. General Felix Diaz
great
pieces of stevedoring seen here in a l.ave sailed south to Join the rush, and etrike. From my
d
daugh- - to die.
But Madero reprieved him. man. His record of butchery while.
decade.
the government cable has been workmm.
iu uiC...u.
B;Then Fplix pianned a revolution, was chief of police in Mexico City proves
Since it became known that I would ing over time delivering
orders to my Indian beads. Dada. I like Indian d(,livered from hig ceIli and led ,p that.
sail on the Northwestern for Cordova merchants here for supplies. Auto beads." From friend wife, 'who has
fW rjai,QH in vi .H0.nV iDown in Mexico thousands' of men
en route to the new gold fields I have trucks from the wholesale house have just read a piece in the paper about d0wnfaJI.
and women are starving and dyin;
become one of the 250 most popular teen adding to the pile on the dock 3 i glacial streams to be crossed on j d0 you remember the foul murder while fighting to break the chains
men in town. Tbs day has been taken as fast as the stevedores make room the trail to Shushanna,
directions onr0f President Madero? And how Huer- which Diaz and others of his ilk have
how to avoid catch'ng cold.
a Iiverty-lovlnof Diav was eleva
up with an almost continuous confi for more freight.
people,
'ta,
ftu
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BASEBALL

SENTIMENT GIVES HORSE

Standing of the Clubs.

BACK TO CODY

Leaaue.
Won

National

NERVE

BARNEY'S

DODGES

DEATH

HE A

WHEN

!
linim
llll rA
liUtS Mi iYiiLt5 an nuun.

m.m.

WITH

GAL

A

IN

RING

HER

NOSE

SHE'S GOING TO RUN AROUND THE UNITED STATES SHOWING IT
TO US PRESS AGENT STUNT OR JUST PLAIN BARBARIAN?

GAME-S- HE
Lie WIFE DOESN'T WANT HIM TO QUIT THE RACING
WOMAN MADE 127
OTHER
ANY
THAN
FASTER
TRAVELED
HAS
HUS
HER
MILES AN HOUR IN RACING AUTO WITH

(Hub
New York

Lost

.dsi

Chicago

41
52

.01"

C2

Pittsburg

u9

jo

Brooklyn
Boston

.10

..'27
.4'C

10

Cincinnati
St. I,ouis

46

Philadelphia

64
72
72

American

...

...75,

.'IS

.(!3

..53

5S

...19

67

,...17
....38

73

.

..0!)

....63
. - -

I'.OStOll

.

Hitroit
i. Louis
New York
'

Columbus
M

nneapolis

m

IV'.'do
K;msas City
SI.

5ti

55
57
68
09

Paul

'.

.Indianapolis

56

71.

48

77

Western

League.
Won Lost

Club
Denver
Lincoln
fSt. Joseph
;Omaha

'Topeka
i3ioux City

....53

57
60
03
65
68

46

70

iDes .Moines

51

.54

Wichita

Pet.
.642
.575
.529
.504
.484
.45
.438
.377

43

77
69
64
61
59

Pet.
.581
.571
.500
.511
.456
.44$
.441
.371

52
54

07
..57

lisville

I.

Where They Play Today

Stewart-Richardson- ?

ahead of her.
And why the ring?
"The dancing of th"
"People are becoming barbarian-)- , "says Polaire.
tango shows it so do lots of other tjliings in our twentieth century civilization,
"I admit it frankly I am a harbarian.
put a ring in my nose,
j
everyone shall know it."
j

1

Mrs. Barney

Oldfield, Wife of the Famous

Auto Racer.

Iwere saying. So I hurried her to my
Special Correspondence. ..
i
"Unw .nnm a n i then after telenhonine- sev- LOS Angeies,
.ai., .mis- located Barney at
I
do I feel about my husband's racing? eral places 1 finally
to him and ar- 1 want
hurried
a
Do
hospital.
nervous?
or
I
afraid
Am
l
....
taken out of
was
as
he
being
rived
just
him t.0 give up auiu muut.
room.
the
operating
Oldticld.
Mrs. Barney
"'Come around after me in the
"I have been with Barney at most
car,' he said,
1 morning in the touring
trials;
his
of
all
as I entered. His father was
Perjokingly,
accidents.
his
most
of
have seen
while they
in the operating room
haps this has hardened me, or maybe,
wounds on his head. Some
the
dressed
I
don't
fatalist.
like Barney, I am a
one asked the doctor if Barney's skull
want him to give it up," answered the was fractured. 'No,' said Barney, 'but
auto racer.
l
wife of the
it will be if the doc don't stop ham"I will never forget the first acci- mering on it.' His fortitude was that
the
dent. It was at St. Louis during
a of an Indian.
world's fair. He was overtaking
have much fear for
"Why should
car going down the back stretch. Aft- a man who has such a cast iron coner they got into the turn Barney was stitution and nerve?
still behind entirely obscured by a
"In addition to Barney's accidents,
esI have witnessed many narrow
blinding cloud o dust.
"The car that was leading came capes be has had. Often after a race
into the home stretch. Barney did he has said to me: 'Well, dearie, 1
came mighty near smashing another
not come. 1 waitedonly seconds
but they seemed hours.
fence today,' and then he'd laugh it
A
screaming,
I
heard
away.
people
"Theu
"I have never ridden with my hussiren screamed and a bell clanged.
or record
It was the ambulance bell ringing for band in any of his races
trials, but I did tak a fast ride with
Barney!
him on the famous Florida Beach-fa- ster
"They took him to the hospital and
let me
than any woman in the world
1 followed, but they wouldn't
127
see him. The next day I saw him for has ever traveled. We went
hour!
several
an
was
miles
it
days
but
a moment,
Was I frightened?
,E,frro thpv would let me Bit with him.
in
T Vinrl
Mr
Imnlicit confidence
He left the hospital on crutches two
weeks later and 1 acted as his nurse. j Barney's judgment and driving ability.
"1 never interfere with my nusDana s
"The last accident Barney had was
has
at Detroit; he went through the fence business or his judgment, for he own
his
to
owes
it
two
and
on
landed
top
sustaining
seventy-milclip,
at a
"
hb enorts.
ooiEienura Uo
bad cuts on tne nean, ins cnesi
crushed and his lungs badly congest vice and sometimes he follows it, but
I only suggest and do not demand.
ed.
"I was down town shopping with don't think Barney will ever get killed
his
Barney's mother. She was nervous and at auto racing. He hai ;nevelQt,
hadn't wanted to see Barney race that nerve.
"T i,oi,a a
that before
day
will retire, but when he
Barney
About four o'clock the newsboys long
,
..
.t
...111
In the
haa,la
ii. .civ. ci .,1
began yelling, 'Extra! All about Bar UOCS llieiw Will ut:his liuwife
forced him
newspapers that
ney Oldfield getting killed!
"It was awful. Barney's mother is to quit, as I am with him body and
deaf and did not hear what the boys soul in everything he undertakes."

..

'.

.ll

.

..ol.-tw-

record-breakin-

dare-devi-

1

said Catton, that the participants
should be on hand when they are
scheduled for gamea so that there will
K no delay in bringing the tournaAir. Catton, having
ment to a close.
been brought here at great expense to
conduct this series, it is only justice
Mr. Oat man that the different play-- (
rs show more interest and report
vhen they are scheduled to play.
Otherwise it will be necessary to
such games forfeited in favor
cf the player who doos report for
play. It is the desire of Mr. Catton to
wind up the tournament by Septein-te-

I.iay: Dohrer 00 vs. C'ronenberg 00;
Hoover 50 vs. C'ronenberg 60; Baca
t il
vs. Crouenberg 00; Ortiz 40 vs.
This completes the
Cronenberi;
schedules for the week in this tourna--

ent.

1st.

Last night Cole defeated Oatnian 9'l
to 92
for Oainian in an exciting
anie Oatnian was in the lend and
lad the game cinched until the lai!
couple of Innings when Cole came up
ftrong and landed on the right side
of the string. Tonight's schedule is
as follows: Burke plays Wetzel, 150
to 00; Oatnian plays McCliutock 100
to 30; Knos plays Diaz, 70 to 50, and
Oatnian plays Martinez 100 to 50. On
Friday night Burke playing 150 plays
z
Hott SO; Oatnian ino vs. Enos 70!
00 vs. Wetzel 60; Knos 70 vs.
McClintock 33.
Tonight In the pocket billiards
tournament the schedule Is as follows:
Chaves 55 vs. Baca 00; Creegan 100
vs. Ortiz 40; Lockwood 60 vs. Hoover
50.
On Friday night the following
:

York-Detro-

Ber-gin-

SWIMMERS

CROSS

GOLDEN

THE

i

GATE.

THEY DIDN'T BREAK ANY RECORDS, BUT SUCCEEDED AT TASK
THAT ONLY TWO OTHER WOMEN HAVE EVER SUCCEEDED IN.

Newport.

Williams,

R. Norris
R. 1., Aug. 21
II., of Philadelphia, defeat-

lphia

JIcKee.

At St. Louis (Second game)
0 5 3
New York
..7 7 0
St. Louis
Fischer, McConnell and Qossett;
Weilman and McAllister.
American
At

Toledo-Indiana-

Association.

polis

148

Toledo

V.

WILLIAMS WINS
TODAY'S BIG
TENNIS GAME

a

Detroit-Philade-

e

..'',

,

Rix-ey-

Works, Merz and

and Land.

Cotter;

George

At Louisville
5
Columbus
1
Louisville
Eayrs and Smith; Loudermilk,
Clemons, Northrop, Ellis and V.

had all won their matches in straight
sets.
Strachan defeated Bull, of
New-Yor-

2

1

4

0
2

9
4

R.

defeated brown,

0 3, 6 1,

of

New-jor-

t,

At Milwaukee r
Minneapolis
.Milwaukee ...

6--

Clothier defeated Pate, of Brooklyn,

ed William Johnston, of San Fran'McLoughlin defeated Lery,
6 4.
cisco, in the feature match today of
match was
The 'Williams-JohnBtothe all coiners tournament, three sets
Williams p'ayed brilin
!;to
starting.
and
to one. The scores were
and
liantly, taking the first set,
the second set C 4.
most
brilliant
was
the
match
The
cf the tournament to date and aroused
much excitement among the 3000
IN
spectators. William's placing along
BE DISTRIBUTED
the side lines and cross court shots
were the feature of his play. The
Manager Marcus Catton, of the Monyoung Californian made his stand in
the third set, when he outplaced and tezuma Billiard parlor, this morning
outforced the Philadelphian, who, un- announced on authority qt Proprietor
der the bombardment, lost his judg- Harvey Oatman that eight prizes
would be awarded to the winners in
ment of angles and distances.
the two tournaments being held in the
was
set
The fourth and deciding
most sensational of the match. Wil- Montezuma rooms; two $15.00 silver
cups for first prize in each tournaliams' placing won for him.
won
ment, and Bix $10.00 prize wrapped
their
Clothier
and
McLoughlin
matches in straight sets today and cues to the second, third ar.d fourth
conwill meet tomorrow in the grand man in each; In addition, as a
solation, he will see that each low
court
Before the big match on the grand man does not forget that he was a
him a
court, Strachan, the California young- participant by awarding
prize. And as Air. Oatman is
ster, Johnson of the Davis cup team,
and' Clothier, this year's dark horse, iutting up $130.00 for prizes he feels,

Patterson

'and

6
2

9
7

2
0

Hovlik,

Owens;

Young and Hughes.
MESSAGE WILL TELL
INSIDE HISTORY

3

i--

$130.00

PRIZES

TO

n

(Continued from page one).
be expected to resign would be for
the purpose of becoming a candidate
for the presidency,; which is prohibited in the fourth demand.
As to the question of elections
these have already been called for October 26 and could not very well be
held at an earlier date.
,
Paris, Aug. 21. The French foreign
office has received from the state department at Washington an outline of
Wilson's
President
policy toward
In all, only four women have ever Mexico, including the recent suggesswum the Golden Gate. It is one of tions made by John Lind, the presi-- ,
the most difficult feats In the world dent's personal representative.
on account of the treacherous tide
It will not pay you to waste your
rips.
The record of Nellie Schmidt! of 42 time writing out your legal formt
minutes, made August 20, 1911, still when you can get them already print
stands as the women's record for the ed at the New Mexican Printing con
.

Mrs. Alyrtle Wright and Aliss Dolly
(Meyer photographed while swimming
Golden Gate strait, San Francisco. Top
picture from left to right Mr3.
Wright and Miss Aleyer. The women
swam from Fort Point to Lime Point
a little over a mile. Mrs. Wright's
time was 1 hour and 21 seconds; Miss
swim.
Meyers' 1 hour and 28 minutes.

.

-

.

'

.

pan.

from page one).

f.iven none of

theincidents

of j

that

trip, contenting; himself with merely
referring to It us having been taken.
This was the defendant's privilege,
but In passing upon the evidence you
have a right to take this omission of
the defendant into consideration,
since it is a legitimate inference that,
(ould he have explained the incriminating evidence against him, ho

would have done so.
"If you find these girls wfre taken
ly the defendant in the manner
charged, then the only iuestion remaining is as to the intent with which
they were so taken. There is a homely
adage that actions speak louder than
words; that the truth of this is quite
to judicial inuiires as
&s applicable
in the ordinary affairs of life, is true.
"And even if you find that the defendant and his companion Caminetti,
v.ere actuated in their deparlure or
night from Sacramento to Reno by
fear of exposure or arrest, but that
r evertheless in
taking these two girls
rlong there existed the intention to
subject them to the immoral purposes
charged, the defendant is guilty.
"If that immoral purpose was one
factor in inducing him to leave
and take these girls with him
i; matters not that lie may alBO have
been actuated by his fears or other
consideration moving him to take
that trip. He would nevertheless be
guilty."
The defense took exception to the
charges in general and to specific in-- f

to

IN NEW YORK
CITY BUILDING

tractions.

Caminetti Case Tuesday.
When the case of F. Drew Caminetti
with Maury I. Diggs,
!a
found guilty last lr'nht of violating
the Mann White P!ave traffic act was
called today in the United States disVan Fleet set it
trict court, Jud
over for trial f r nert Tuesday, Au-

gust 26.
The strain of the first trial has been
severe on everybnly connected with
it and the court wi'lingly granted the
request of counsel for the government
fof a continuance.
The indictmei t a?2inst Caminetti
contains the same six counts as did
that against Di.isr- and is couched in
the same phraseology, except as to
the third and fourth counts, which
make Caminetti nn accomplice in the
purchase of the tickets to Reno from
Sacramento, Diegs being the principal. Each count carries with it a
maximum penalty of five years in a

l.p.

MOUNTED POLICE
- PINCH ALLEGED
HOUSE BRERKER

George Crowell, alias Del Crowley, federal penitentiary and $5,000 fine;
either or both.
The two counts on which no verdict
was reached last v eht. charged Ditrgs
with persuading, inducing and enticing
Alarsha Warrington pnd Lola Norris
to accompany him to Reno.
Caminetti was admittedly the passive partner of the two men,
and
in view of the failure to convict Diggs
on these counts, counsel for the government had not decided today whether to press them against Caminetti.
Judge Van Flet probably will try
the case. His rulii?s and Instructions in the Diggs case are the base
ion which the counsel f for Diggs seek
to perrect an appeal.
In the order of ousiness the Caminetti case would fall to Judge Maurice
Doollng, just appointed, but Judge
Dooling is reluctant to sit, because It
happens that he Is an old friend of
Commissioner of immigration Cami- neui, me aerenaani s iamer.
The other case V at gained contemWOULD POLICE MEXICO
WITH U. S. TROOPS poraneous notoriety with the
cases tl'tt of the govern' ment against the directors and officers
(Continued from page one).
of the Western Fuel company, normalMexican government until the United ly would fall to Judge Van Fleet but
States government has recognized' th'A here it again happens that the judge
Huerta administration. While French is a member of tl.e same club with
bankers are not obliged to observe the one of the company's officers.
In dismissing until next Tuesday the
foreign office's suggestions, it is usul
for them to follow hints of this sort! veniremen called or the Caminetti
tria.1," Judge Van Fleet gave them an
t i
.Mexican Comments.
unusual warning to be careful not to
21. Tho
Mexico City, Mex., Aug.
discuss the case.
Mexican press today devoted itself editorially to the possibility that the THAW HEARING IS
United States will recognize the belliDELAYED A WEEK
gerency of the rebels. Intervention is
also discussed by all the papers. One
(Continued from page one).
or the other of these courses the
newspaper appear to consider Immi- name of the state of
New York, we
nent.
that you ask Canadian ImmigraEl Pais, the organ pf the clerical
party, after pointing out that the Ma; tion authorities to deport Harry K.
dero rebellion
had one recognized Thaw to the state of New York.
Haste is necessary.
chief, says:
"MARTIX H. GLYNN,
(Signed)
"Suppose General Huerta relinquish
es power, to who would he deliver it?
"Acting Governor.
"THOMAS A. CARAIODY,
Carranza? No, because Zapata would
'
claim it for himself.
Maytorena?
"Attorney Gencial."
No, because Pesquiera would not be
conformable.
To 7apata?
"Should the UmtgcT States recognize the belligerency of the rebels,
GRAND ARMY OF
which group could it recognize as a
belligerent? This,' Mr. Lind, is the
!

1

Diggs-Caminet- ti

st

6 3.

.lohnson

COUNTS

tne girls! down to the . Sunday night
on which the
of the government tends to show the trip to Reno
was taken, he stopped short and hae

e

Today's Games.

IS FOUND GUILTY
ON FOUR

(Continued

Intention of pn-siting it to Cody.
When the white horse was led out
the Nebraska man opened the bidding
with flO. It was expected that he
would secure this horse at a low price,
but Carlo Miles, an Indian admirer of
Buffalo Bill, who had not been let into the plan to purchase the horse and
return it to the famous Bcout, comdid not withdraw
peted with Bills
until the price went to $150 which was
more than the sum he had raised by
selling his own saddle and other
sonal effects. The Indian, who also
bad planned to present, the horse to
Cody was bitterly disappointed.
"If that man doesn't give Tsham
back to Buffalo Bill, I'll steal the
horse and give it to him myself," he
threatened. He wap appeased when
informed that his successful rival's
purpose had been the same as his own.
The sale of the show property was
continued throughout the afternoon.

New York, X. Y., Aug. 21. Six
of what is believed to be dynamite, were found this afternoon under
a window of Mayor Gaynor s suite of
offices in the city hall. They were
lound by the janitor of the building.
Fire Commissioner Johnson, passAmerican Association.
ing at the time, telephoned the bureau
Toledo.
at
Columbus
one of
of combustibles and ordered
Indianapolis at Louisville.
the inspectors to come to the city hall
St. Paul at Kansas City.
to examine the find and determine its
Minneapolis at Milwaukee.
nature. After analysis, the inspectors
teported that the stuff was "40 per
cent dynamite'' and in "a quantity sufficient to have demolished the city
hall" and that detonating caps were
National League.
s
found to be placed in the proper position for exploding it. A fuse, a
At Brooklyn-Cincin- nati
6 11 0 piece a
Chinese
punk and three
4 8 1 matches were found later
near the
Brooklyn
Ames and Clarke; Ragan and' Miller. spot where the dynamite was picked

Brown, Bender and Lapp; Dauss and

1

DIGGS

sticks

American League.
Philadelphia at Chicago.
Washington at St. Louis.
New York at Detroit.
Boston at Cleveland.

!

Mar-t.ne-

FAIR

IT TO HIM.

alias Del Driscoll, was arrested last
night by Captain Fred Fornoff of the
mounted police charged with burglary.
He is specifically charged with the
urglury of H. P. Dunbaugh's residence at the penitentiary on Tuesday
night. While they are unabie to provo
it now, It is the belief of the officers
the Crowell is probably interested in
( r
knows something about the burglary of the Modern and Andrews grocery stores during the past few days,
while the man is said to have remark-e- l
that he had his eye on a certain
register
piece of jewelry in Mr. Spitz's store.
Sterling, Colo.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
Crowell was released from the state
Reports of games received too late penitentiary last March, went from
AGED NATIVES ARE WED
New
in
yesterday's
AT LAS VEGAS TODAY. for publication
here to Albuquerque where he was
Mexican:
given work. He got Into trouble there
E. Las Vegas. N. AT., Aug. 21.
it is said and served 60 days in jail.
Francisco Garcia, aged 76, and
American
League.
He arrived in Santa Fe less than a
Trujillo, aged 71, were married
At
today by a local priest.
5 9 4 week ago It is claimed.
2 9 4
i
Detroit

r

TWO

CODY
HORSE

Colo.,

,

At Boston
TWO DENVER CHILDREN
.6 10 3
St. Louis
ATTEMPT SUICIDE. Boston
1
7 13
Harmon and Hildebrand.
Griner,
Denver, Colo., Aug. 21. Two child- Wingo; Hess, Perdue and Rariden.
ren, George Peace, 13, and Lillian
Hicks, colored, 17, attempted to comAt New Yorq
mit suicide today because their par- Chicago
1
8
2
ents hud reproved them. The boy New York
0
2 12
He
swallowed a bottle of red ink.
Stack. Moore and Archer; Mathew-son- ,
was t ken to the county hospital and
and McLean, "Wilson.
the liquid pumped from his stomach,
The girl had been whipped by her At Philadelphia-Pittsb- urg
mother, and sometime later she was
9 14 1
found unconscious, having taken pois-- Philadelphia
6 13 3
on. She "will recover.
O'Toole and Simon; Alexander,
Alarshall and Killifer, Howley.
NAMES
LAND
PRESIDENT
OFFICE APPOINTEE.
American League.
Washington, I). C, Aug. 21. PresiNew
game postponed;
dent Wilson today nominated A. K.
of the land office at uin. Two games tomorrow.
Browns

f

WHITE

DYNAMITE FOUND

National League.
Chicago at New York.
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia.
Cincinnati at Brooklyn,
St. Louis at Boston.

.Mile. Polaire and the Ring in Her Nose.
Do you want to know how .Mile
Polnire, the. French dancer, will look,
when she tours the United States wit h elen rude Hoffman ami Lady Cot:
stance
Wall, here's how with a cute II ttle ring in her temperamental nose
See the picture!
It wi'S taken in Pa ris, and arrived a steamer or two

COLONEL

Aug. 21. Colonel C.
Denver,
J. Bills, of Lincoln, Neb., today paid
the famous white
$150 for Isham,
years by
horse, ridden for twenty-fiv- e
Pet. Colonel W. F. Cody. I Buffalo Bill.)
.604
Col. Bills drove overland'' in an au-

.349

71

73
72
70

OF

FAMOUS

THE

.0D tomobile from Lincoln to be present
.563
at the auction sala ,ofthe effects of
.5-- ' '
Bullai ..Bill's Wild West
the
.4" show,bankrupt
held today at the order of the
.423 United
States district court. He pur.392 chased the horse with the announced

American Association.
Won Lost

I'lub
.I hvaukee

SOLO AT AUCTION

IN ORDER TO PRESENT

.Sad
..i74

48
49
55

.

UP

BID

the importation ot arms and ammuni
tion that haa been accorded the Huer-t- a
government, promising if this is
done to bring peace in the near future.
They pledge to protect within the
limit of international rights the lives
and property of all foreigners and to
indemnify them for any losses due
to the direct effect of the war. As
soou as "Huerta is vanquished"
they
promise to hold an election to estab
fish constitutional government.

20

.

League
Won Jxist

IS

AND TWO FRIENDS

,;1

t.&

43

Club
Philadelphia
Cleveland
Washington
Chicago

w'

WILD WEST SHOW

iiii

DARE-DEVI-

BAND.

Pet.

17

21, 191 J

precise situation."
The Independente quotes former
Vice President Fairbanks as saying
that it "would be foolish to sacrifice
a single soldier for, all the dollars of
American' speculators and asks, "how
would he characterize intervention
from the Mexican point of view which
is that thousands of Mexicans would
be forced to die opposing a most unwarranted aggression? There is only
one adequate word for such an act
and that Is 'crime.'
Eagle Pass, Texas, Aug. 21. A con
stitutionalist leader in Pledras , Nostras today replied to the offer of the
International Peace Forum to aid In
restoring peace to Mexico. The reply
asks that the United States give constitutionalists the same privilege in

THE REPUBLIC

ANNUAL

ENCAMPMENT,

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,
1913.
Sept. 0,
To Chatanooga and Return
15-2-

at rate

of

Dates of Sale, Sept. I Oth to 18th
Return Limit, by extension,

October 17th, 1913.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

Santa Fe,

.

.

New Mexico.
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Does a General Banking Business.
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Your Patronage Solicited
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N. B. LAUGHLIN,

ii
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,

inn.,,,.,,,

President.

jw.

MITTEES

!

,

EXPECTED
OF

t

E. GRIFFIN,

ON THE

FROM

Will be back from Chicago
on August 26th with. aj
large line of FALL HATS.

COM-

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE IS

GREAT RESULTS

COOPERATIVE

MED THAT SUM OF

WORK

BE SPENT

THE ASSOCIATION.

INFOR-

$50,000

IN ABOLISHING SINGLE

WIRES AND LAYING CONDUITS.

Cashier.

i:

DRY

GOODS

CO.

Special Prices This Week

The very best styles shown in
the East will be among her selec- -'
tions, and all the new features
in the making and trimming will
be down on her memorandum.

WILL

SELIGiN

ADOLF

125 Palace Ave

TO BE IMPROVED

JOB-- NEW

NAMED AND

Flv

SYSTEM iMRS. W. LINDIIARDTif:

TO TELEPHONE

MEET TONIGHT

PAGE

ON TRUNKS AND SUIT CASES

The Retail Merchants' Association
We Will Save You Money.
will hold a meeting this evening; at
Call and See Us.
Santa Fe Is to have un
iS o'clock sharn. in room 11. Ijiimh- i ium win
system,' with unsightly GERMANY WANTS
oe uie nrsii telephone
""ft uuiiuihk.
210 SAN FRANCISCO 5T.
PHONO 180.
mmm m i, ,1 i .r Ullin.l tll lii lluiotlmr .1.11 ill. poles removed from the main streets
I I HM I
TO
I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I lit'l I I eel Ion of officers nnrl n mTPnt invi.
placed in alleys and rows of
ifation is extended to the merchants breakable wires gathered together
FOR FRANCE
j of the
i.ito a cable.
BUSINESS PROPERTY on San Francisco
city to attend. The new
INSURE WITH HAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
of the association are getting
Street. Rents for $I8S 00 per month.
This is the announcement made to
R. plying to a
London,
Aug. 21.
Into the harness in good shape and the chamber of commerce in the
"whether Germany's recent
Cheap, if taken at once.
the association soon promises to
It's too late to get Agua Fria Street Bargain.
Arthur army increases mean an attack on
port submitted by Chairman
such a factor in the business
WE SOLD IT " PRONTO," BUT
RESIDENCE (Brick) eight rooms-b- est
of he funds and utilities France. August. Ilebel, the late German
Seligman
of location. Cost owner about $8,000.
jof the city that, no retailer can afford committee, which reports two meet- Socialist leader, just before his death:
Will sell for S6.5flfl if taken within npt in Have l!to stay out of the organization.
iugs witli a personal ivpresentativo ot i,lt Zurich on Angus! 1::, last, wro'e
President Nathan Salmon, who has C.
Adobe House of five or six rooms, no bath, on large lot
K. Straiten, division general man jU' following letter, which is published,
Eight-roo'" llie Pil"
Bungalow.flfl Completely furnished. tjj"Kt returned from a trip to the
"azette:
Mountain
fronting Galisteo Street. About a dozen bearing
of
Telethe
States
ager
Inratinn
tdd
has announced the followinir emu. .1
nmnih
- - (if
W tos.
.PVU.UU nor
" lUkUHUII,
U.I IIIIIMlll.
"Tin! German emperor has seen dttr- n
fruit trees, chicken yard. etc.
and Telegraph company, at Kl
and
bonrd
nil
of
of
imittoe
directors,
TwonicelvfurnUhpHfnnmc
BI v v
VVKI 0) IDaia
J r4
, ,
UlUkfc
,
I'usn. Tlie improvements are to cost "K Ule Bnlknn war thai, our army has
SNAP CASH PRICE FOR QUICK SALE!
XI,,,
to pieces that is.
' "'"plelely gone
?: ".li.iHio and the work is to commence
night if possible.
I""1' """it'ers are Incapnhl" of commandnot
11)11.
I.
than
is
later
Such
April
Board of directors: Arthur Selig-rial i absolutely in'-to the people oi:i"s ilml "lc
man, Xathan
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, F. M.
Salmon, ,1. llernan! the promise made
possible.
Santa
Fe.
Leo
n,
Wm.
Wood,
J,
Horsch,
Alarid,
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
""' llle French had washed to atlac1:;
In his report submitted and read at!
B. Arrighi and John Pfhieger.
7-:-:
TiT'S REaTeSTATE,; HAYWARD HAS IT.
::::
'the meetinu- of the chamber of com-- 1,8 m'v wo,1,d have probably have.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
Soliciting committee Charles Stan u.erce
lM'"n KII',',Jf!S'"
for we were not
Tuesday night Mr. Seligman
chairman; Frank Owen. Frank 10
"bough at the frontier. If
"llie
that
stated
antiquated
telephone
j"'""?
John
Phone, 189 J.
James
Xuding,
SeligPllueger,
is soon to be changed for a l''''''"''h hi"' jessed that they wen:
man, Dr. L. F. Murray. Nathan Sal11 9 San Francisco St.,
strong enough they wou'd have beg:i':
:
A
modern one."
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
mon and 11. S. Howmaa.
H,,au'fIn discussing the propound improve-i"This work is not. an experiment,
When
can
you
buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
but in manv cities lias so inmmvwl nient, Mr. Seligman said today that:
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
the lifteen or more wires, CAVC'IN ON OLD
collections and done awav with hadi'lst ot
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all high-- ,
wllil:U HOW are strung all over the
,
llellts tll.'lt 111., nmn.lmnto' .. .... 1,1
RATON
TUNNEL
grade
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
i
wl"
6!
like
Kuthererl
strands
jdo without it. It is hoped to make thei,K"esL. A. HUGHES,
C. L. POLLARD,
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
This!
ro,,t 1111(1 ceased, cable-like- .
Santa Fe association just as valuable '
R.J, CRICHTON,
SIX
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
"'-Improve the appearance
President.
(Every merchant in the city is urged to!"'11 n,,t
Secretary.
Manager & Treasurer.
bllt wi" prevent those fre-- !
investigate the opportunities offered i"f ,he
Trinidad, Colo.. Aug. 21
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H.
YONTZ,
client breaks which put the teleby this association.
early today recovered, alive, A.
of
out
commission
rain
phone
during
and recovered the bodies oi
and wind storms.
.lames Dohson. nf Downs. Knnsns imrt
SELECTED
Many delays may thus be saved. j(H1(1 ollfM.
1(l 01lv,,in !lt ,lu ()Ui
as: Raton tunnel, on the main line of the
FOR
UINCENT i'lid as time is money,
well as the telephone company will a. t. & S. F.
railway, fifteen mileu
te gainers in the end.
south of here, in which six workmen
Word reached the city last evening
A. WILLIAMS,
- - PROPRIETOR.
It is also planned
to conduit all were caught late yesterday,
that. Sister Anacletus. now stat ioned
(INCORPORATED)
lines
Hie
down
San!
around
plaza,
r.miwi
utun.iimr n,.,.ii,t
,sn,ith
at Trinidad, Colorado, has been selecta s,,m.P i,.Bs than two feet in
ed as the superior of St. Vincent's b'ranciHCo street to Don Ciaspar ave- j
mm and out to the station.
diameter and seven feet high, but was
Sanitarium, Hospital and Orphanage,
Thus, the unsightly poles will be re-- j uninjured.
He walked from the
iand she will arrive in the city within
Lines.
Rfrom the heart of the business nel, unassisted.
r
(the next, few days to take charge.
estocked.
Rigs you
district and around the capitol and ex- Smith lives with his mother
in!
Mary De Sales has been acting
Trinidad and is a carpenter.
'
The:
SADDLE PONIES.
since the death of Sister Mary ecutive mansion.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
Poles in other parts of the city will body of the last victim removed i
Charles nearly a year ago, and upon
Phone
139.
San
Francisco
310
St.
BuildRoofing
the departure of Sister Mary De Sales he put. in alleys when convenient to said to be that of George Horden.
for Cincinnati about a month ago, for do so
a temporary visit, Sister Wilhelma
THE DAY IN CONGRESS
lias been acting superior.
The sanitarium at the present time
Senate.
is filled to its capacity, and the many
Penrose
Senator
introduced resolu
cases
the
month
surgical
past
during
tion doubled the labors of the sisters
S 'tons to ronuire President Wilson to
XSSX
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
r
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
and nurses, and the appointment of a
Xjtnke steps necessary to place
lean troops in Mexico to protect Am- tne Postal Tele-will bring relief to those now
Telephone
arap" company if you do not get X ericans and appropriate $2."i,0im,00i) for
directing the management of the big
use.
Considerable
Your Business
discussion
your paper and one will be
institution.
X over the Mexican situation followed
livered to you at one?.
Consideration of the tariff bill reLAUNCH PICKED
Phone 100 and 35 W.
sumed, Senator Pittman speaking in
Foot of Montezuma Ave.
Dr. ,1. M. Swetnan; of Phoenix Ariz., support of the bill.
UP
3
a visitor in the
Discuss appointment, of RepresentaDAYS DRIFTING Mrs. II. S. Howcity.
man is visiting tive Harrison as governor general of
COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
the Philippines.
(friends in Las A egas.
J'rs. .Maud Frost left today for
House.
Los Angeles, Cal Aug. 21 After
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil EngineerNot. In session; meets Friday.
having drifted helpless at sea for two Joplin, Mo., to visit friends.
ing, Electrica
Engineering and Mechanica.'
O. L, Owen lefr. last night for
Ixibby investigating committee con-a
jdays ,the launch Calypso was towed
tinned its hearing.
into Los Angeles harbor today by the trip to Silver City mid Deining.
Democrats continued their caucus
ADVANTAGES: Requirements fully up to those
And we will show you how much you can save. Espelaunch Panama, which, with ninety
Henry II, Springer, of Cimarron, ar
on American currency bill.
of standard schools of mines everywhere; close
passengers aboard, had a similar ex- rived at the )e Vargas last night.
cially should you do this with your
X. A. Hardeman, the well known Sc.
perience a few days ago.
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
When the machinery of the Calypso, Louis salseinan, is at. the Montezuma. L ELAND STANFORD PLAYER
where
the various metallurgical processes are ISIGNED
BY
which plies between Cataline Island
BROOKLYN,
Former Governor M. A. Utero left
llustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for its
and the mainland, broke last Tues- today for the east, on business mat-- j
Brooklyn, N. Y
Aug. 21. The
day, its 35 passengers were transfer- lets.
lliooklyn National League club today!
purity; good dormitory accommodations at low cos:
Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
red to the launch Virginia and taken
etc.
1 ,H.
signed Fred
I? Fe's well known announced that it had
San
Rapp,
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
to Los Angeles, while Captain .Jack
architect, is in Albuquerque on aj Gross, captain, second baseman and
For full Information, or catalogue, address
Lopez and three of the crew remain short business trin.
shortstop of the Leland Standford Unied aboard the disabled vessel.
Gross batted
Miss Grace WiUn'inson is again at! versity of California.
Lopez and his three companions re- work in lie state
engineer's office, .'!!ii! for his college year. He will re- - Galisteo and Water Sts.
M. O'CONNELL,
THE kEOISTRAR
mained on board the Calypso until
a brief vacation.
port next month.
after
when without
Phone, Main 250.
yesterday afternoon,
NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,
Klius Garcia, sheriff of ltio Arriba
food and nearly exhausted, they took
in the cty last evening
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Case of "Nerves ?"

Hot flashes, dizziness, fainting (spells, backache, headache,
bearing-dowpains, nervousness all are symptoms of irregularity
and female disturbances and are not beyond relief.
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Third, htidoro A, Ortiz, Santa RoHa. board and the county commissioners Wright as a committee of three to
le of San Miguel county, and it has
what is tne application of the
Third, Alblnita Page, Puprto
been known for some time that the Minnesota rate law to conditions here
Luna.
the
law would have to be tested in the Has the corporation commission
First, Myrtle Pride, Huchanan.
IN SATIN AND WHITE FELT.
supreme court before the muddled con- - power to force railroads to take on
Third, Sotero M. Sanchez, Delia.
ition existing there would be cleared and let off passengers, who pay their
Second, Clyde Sliowalter, La Lande.
They are Swell, at
La up. It is admitted that there are de-- : fare, at any Btation where. the train
Second, Mrs. One Sliowalter,
v
road
stopB?
Lande.
Meets in the law creating the
Prof. Wood Omitted The name of
Second, Mrs. 'V. K. Siro.n, White hoards, but in most counties it has
Auto Delivery Every Hour I
Auto'Ddivery Every flour !
Flat.
been decided thai there would prob- I rof. J. A. Wood, who was the late suSecond, Bessie Spnmi. Fort Sumner, ably be more and better work done perintendent of the Santa Fe city
Another car of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
on the roads, wr it done under the FChools for thirteen years, and who
will buy, try it. A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
Second, Alma Stiirk, Huchanan.
Second, Hazel M., ' Steams, Santa supervision of a board appointed for brought the schools up to such a high
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl un-i- ,
Kosu.
that work alone, than were the com- state of efficiency, was Inadvertently
der 15 years of age, who collects the most of these coupons up to
M. Webb, Haohlta.
missioners to handle it. There are omitted from the list of high school
Oeorge
First,
OUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
AMENDED IRRIGATION ACT, CHAPTER
Second, M. M. Webb, Hacllita.
many Inconsistencies it is said be- teachers bb given in this paper the
Boys and girls get busy, get your mother and your neighbors to
tween the powers of the county com other day. Prof. Wood will have
Third, Hilario Aragon. Antoticliico.
use EMPRfcSS FLOUR.
63, LAWS OF 1913, REQUIRES
Third, Francisco Pustamenke, Delia. missioners ana tne roau ooaru law, cliarge of mathematics In the high church yesterday afternoon and fell
FILING OF NOTICE OF INTENTION
forward upon the platform, dying alThird, Carolina I'laneey, Puerto de uui in uie main i.uwever, uieae jiavts school during the coming year.
most instantly from heart failure.
Luna.
been overlooked in the interest of
com
is
the
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Parties
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BEFORE FORMAL FILING.
No.
Third, W. A. Kdwards, Fort Sumner. harmony, but Sua Miguel county It plaint heard now in society circles.
Miss Allison had lived with Mr. and
Third, Mrs. C. H. Garcia, Santa Rosa. seems is going to settle the matter The past summer has been one of the Mrs. William H. Kelso of inglewood,
Third. J. G. (Jarcia, Santa Rosa.
by getting a decision from the su- most brilliant socially seen here in the last two years. She Is survived
MANY NOTICES FILED
Third, Luciano Lopez. Newkirk.
preme court.
There has been one by two sisters and one brother. The
many years.
Third, Ignacio .Mares, Santa Rosa.
of receptions, socials, dances, funeral will be... held from the First
string
G.
Lr.
Colonias.
DAYS
FEW
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Martinez,
Third,
Brokerage Co. Incorporates.
garden and lunar lawn fetes, hay Presbyterian church of Inglewood
Third, Elias Silva, Delia.
Monday morning at 10:30. Rev. WillThe Merchants' Brokerage company ridesf trips a horse and
Miscellaneous.
hied
pa- And now there is comp'aint that so- iam Laferty will conduct the service.
of
incorporation
Albuquerque
Due to the fact that under the new
Los Angeles Times.
These certificates are issued on pers today with the state corporation ciety is embarrassed with riches,
law, persons desiring to appropriata credits presented, or are extensions of commission.
is no time to repose.
there
new
Verily,
The
for
the
agent
vater from any stream in New Mex- - certificates issued last year:
concern will be H. C. iUiller," Crom- the old burg is waking up!
r
lco must first file with the btate engi-- !
First, Miss Agnes .1. Blanchard,
well block, Albuquerque, N. M. The
"Any Old Stamp" There was a day
a notice of their intention to ap- jter Canyon.
stock is $10,000 divided into when a writer of a letter had to have
capital
6'j
Third. E. H. Rutjliworth, Helen.
l roDi'iate
following this within
$10 shares. The company starts busi- - a careful eye not. to confuse parce'
New York, Aug. 21. Closing out of
Fort ness with 785 shares subscribed divid
Second, Frank Overstreet,
days by a formal application to ap-- I
post with letter stamps. But by a re?
which law is now in effect, Sumner.
ed among the following: Ernest Myers cent order of the postmaster general short contracts yesterday apparently
of
First, Nina Roberts, Lordsburg.
520 shares, Hugo Mueller 240 shares, any old Btamp, uncancelled, will do. weakened the technical position
a number of applications in the new
stock market and traders were not
the
First, Rhynette Trowbridge, Deming. and II. C. Miller, 25 shares.
even
form have been filed within the past
a
One may put
parcel post stamp
of a mind to support prices today. ReSecond, Miss Alice Jackson, Mills.
few days.
on a registered letter! This is someAmong them are the fol-- !
newed
L.
White
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selling from abroad, particularChase,
First,
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ly of Southern Pacific, was one of the
Mountain.
it
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the
John ISorradaile, of Albuquerque,
in depressing quotaFirst, Beryle Long, Deming.
makes the work easier for the dis- chief influences,
has filed notice of his intention to ap-- I
tions. Announcement of a reduction
Grants.
Olive
Bashford,
First,
'.
of
.
pensers
stamps.
jMopriate 40(1 second feet from Cotton- of $2 a ton in steel billets provoked
'NUFF SAID. GNAGEY & ERVIEN.
First, Mabel Barton, Albuquerque.
Hill In Bad Shape For colllnir nf United SI a ten Steel and the
La
wood canyon, a tributary to the Rio
First, Mrs. Lizzie Mitchel, Optimo.
Going Tonight The question of the mer Bajada Arthur
back
is
Seligman
Mayor
Grande, to be used for power pur-- '
ent)re st continued heavy throughout
hour!
First, Emma Johnson, Raton.
Why, of course I'm going to rrom a motor
,!uiiqueriiue in
It is anticipated that 1800
irip i
poses.
' mining,
that Elks dance. Wouldn't miss it for his 50
First, Elcie D. Criehett. Deming.
and
reports
horsepower Cadillac,
horse power can be developed in this
First, Mrs. Harold C. Moore, OKI Al- a farm and I donSt want to rag either. Vittf iha
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furwould
be
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project, which it
buquerque.
You will find many good smokes in
soon! ght n the situation there and reshape. "It is not impassible, but
and other
nished to Albuquerque
,
First, Rhoda C. Elliott, Rincon.
our cigar case. No trouble to select will be." he declared, "unless prompt sumption of the advance in the corn
Second, Amelia Delgado, Chaperito. the particular size, shape and shade action is taken to make
cities.
market was regarded as unfavorable.
repairs. We
90
the low-jeFirst, Miss Bessie Norton, Lubbock, you like. Zook's.
Maltide Coxe Stevenson has filed
were over three hours in making the Southern Pacific fell to
for the sale of the
terms
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the
notice of intention to appropriate ten Texas.
Elks Dance Tonight At 9 p. m. to- - trip, owing to the condition
of
th: Union Pacific stock were announced.
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First, Aline Grantham, Carlsbad.
second feet from the Rio Grande in
night the B. P. O. Elks will tender one roads due to the heavy rains. The ace-)cZetha De Berry, Deming.
Second,
Bonds were irregular,
above
miles
2
the Kspanola valley,
their delightful dances, and a boun- iquias have run over the road from Ber-- I
The market closed irregular. Sales
First, Neva Odom, Clovis.
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the intake of what is known as the
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music
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good
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True ditch, for the irrigation of 10110
store for those who are lucky enough
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Everything In Hardware.
to
has taken up an old irrigation pros- Trade at the Modern Market. Our careful prescription department
Missouri Pacific were unusually a:
Third, Lucile Armstrong, Roosevelt.
meats, prices and service are right. help baby when ill. Zook's.
itive and a point lower and Illinois
jpect on the (ilia river, and asks fori
Third, Edna Boone, Texico.
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Central, 2. The general market waver,
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the
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Wayne McVeagh Wilson, of Silver
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New Mexican is read and often with
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500 acres.
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MORE NEW MEXICO TEACHERS
Judge Leahy decided that the commis- this reason, it is the intention of the
uimruii i able ruKLn
Don't forget to call on me, and investigate the goods behind this
GIVEN CERTIFICATES.
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Get them ready for fall use and then
you will not be disappointed.
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The Reliable Hardware Store,
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HOTEL DE VARGAS
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Are You interested in a (Sauaranteed Investment?
years ago any residence lot in this city could have been
bought for two hundred dollars. Recently these same lots sold for
from $600 to $1,250. A few days ago, a certain business man who
has been here for thirty years, and has paid for the property he oc- cupied several times over in rentals, bought the place, but paid
four times more than he could have got it for at the outset.
citizens have READ THE CARDS and
Many of our
lots on Don Diego Heights and are
residence
purchased beautiful
now planning to build themselves homes on this splendid, well- NEW OLD SANTA FE PLAN.
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Such an opportunity to secure a fine lot close in and at a price
we can all afford will not be had again for many a day. Only
.
h new water main remain to
rinc in .nH
prices, special terms, selected patrons, time
ments, no interest, no taxes, beautiful,
avenue, al- leys, magnificent vista, street straight, houses straight, sidewalks
and shade trees straight. Still, we will have in its truest sense,
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